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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report contains a summarized vereion of the results obtained over several yeare of research
into the damage tolerance of composite sandwich stractures. The research was spurred by the
use of sandwich structure in general aviation (small airplanes and business jets), where newly
certified aircraft are entering service and by the maintenance difficulties encountered with
existing commercial transport aircraft parts. The research was in three areas: testing, analysis,
and nondestructive inspection (NDI).
Testing was performed under static and fatigue compressive loads of impacted 8* x 10" panels.
The results characterized the damage resistance and tolerance of flat and curved sandwich
panels. Respome surfaces for damage resistance and damage tolerance were drawn fi-om the
testing data in order to extend the database to other than tested configuratiom. Field level NDI
w^ performed to find intemal damage for both honeycomb and foam cores. Analyses of
impacted panels were iwed to determine damaged sandwich response, predict final failure, and
correlate with tests. Analysis, whether performed by closed form solutions or finite element
models, can be usefijl in design and certification of impact-dama^ composite sandwich
steuctuTK. The state of the art is such that analysis cannot stand by itself but can be iwefiil in
directing and analyzing test results and expanding test data to untested configurations by
semiempirical methocfc. The analytical work described in this r^ort showed that carefiil
modeling can describe the structural respome of the impacted panel under compressive load, but
some adjustments were needed to predict failure. The analysis performed also showed that
dama^ progression capability is vital to the fidelity of the analysis.
Inferences ft^om the research helped formulate guidelines for testing, analysis, and NDI, which
characterized the effecte of imp^t damage on sandwich panels. These guidelines should prove
usefiil for development and certification efforts. A need to extend the current effort to larger
structures was identified. The full-scale tests will be able to interrogate the effects of rogue
damage on nonpressuiized and pressurized ftiselage stractures that include curvature.
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1. INTRODUCTION.
It is well established that impact damage in composite sandwich stractures is a serious threat to
maintaining structural integrity, particularly under compression loading. Industry response to
this threat has been to inflict impact damage on a structure to the extent that the damage is barely
visible and demonstrate by testing that the structure can withstand ultimate static load and one
lifetime of spectrum loads. Structure subjected to higher levels of impact damage, which is
clearly visible, mi^t sustain spectrum loads for inspection interval and maintain a residual
strength of at least limit load.
The approach described above has several difficultly. The selection of impactor diameter and
geometry, in general, can change the visibility characteristics dramatically, hnpact damage
created by small-diameter sharp objecte will be much more visible than impacts fiom blunt
impactors. The indiKtry standard of using spherical impactors, which are 1-inch diameter or
smaller, may not be conservative. The indentation caused by impact can also spring back and
become invisible. The determination of what energy level is needed to create visible damage in
a full-scale structure is hard to ascertain fiom small coupon teste. The visibility criteria often
result in many unnecessary repak actioiK during maintenance, because the operator generally
does not know the effect of the damage on strength but only knows that all visible damage must
be repau-ed. The visibility criteria may also penalize design that are damage resistant, either
through the use of tougher material or design configuration. For instance, thicker facesheets and
heavier core densities would tend to have lower allowable design strains for Barely Visible
Impact Damage (BVID) and ultimate load levels. The latter practice can lead to heavy, but
fortunately safe designs.
1.1 BACKGROUND AND PHILOSOPHICAL APPROACH.
The damage tolerance philosophy is weU ^tablished for metallic airfiames. An industry
consensus exists on what methods (stractural analysis and inspection procedures) and supporting
databases are to be used to detect damage and predict crack growth and residual strength.
However, the damage characteristics, inspections procedures, analysis methods, and
experimental databases necessary for ^plying a damage tolerance philosophy to coniposite
structures, including sandwich construction, are not well understood. The determination of the
damage tolerance characteristics of sandwich panels has been limited m previous investigations
to relatively few sandwich configuratioiK and damage states [1].
The state of composite impact damage is complex and dependent on a number of variables. The
two main classes of variables include the intrinsic design properties of the sandwich
constructions and the extrinsic parameters that define the damage causing the impact event.
Further, tiie BVID, allowable damage lunit (ADL), and critical damage threshold (CDT) are not
clearly defined in terms of a rational damage metric. Traditionally, visual ir^ection procedures
have been used for detecting damage in composite structures (in service) and, hence, BVID came
into existence. The current definitions of BVID are typically b^ed on the residual indentation
depth, which h^ been shown by testing to be sandwich configuration and impactor diameter
dependent. Anotiier issue coupled with this, is the choice of the nondestructive mspection (NDI)
techniques med to determine the extent of the intemal damage. The choice of NDI method can
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affect the damage metric. Nevertheless, an NDI measure of the damage metric has proven to be
a more reHable indication of the residual strength than indentation depth.
The current efforts started with a thorough literature review to summarize the various intrinsic
and extrinsic variables used by different investigations to study the effects of impact on
composite sandwich panels. Any trends in past studies were used in planning a research program
for a thorough investigation of the damage resistance and tolerance of sandwich panels. The
details of the literature review may be found in reference 1. Additional companion reports
outlining the complete program and results may be found in references 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. The
purpose of the research investigation was to determine the effect of a wide variety of impact
damage states on the damage tolerance characteristics of composite sandwich panels over a
significant range of panel configurations commonly used in aerospace applications. A summary
of these efforts is given in this document, providing a basis for understanding the damage
tolerance of composite sandwich structure. The associated guidelines should be usefiil in
engineering design, analysis, and testing as related to satisfying the relevant Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) certification requirements.
The general philosophy applied during damage tolerance certification, shown schematically in
figure 1-1, relates representative damage size to design load requirements. As in the case of
metal aircraft, ultimate strength and damage tolerance philosophies are used to maintain a
reliable and safe operation of composite structures. As shown in figure 1-1, this philosophy may
be described using three distinct regions that are summarized as follows:
1.

Nonvisible, or BVID, or defects that are not detectable during manufacturing inspections
and service inspections must withstand ultimate load and not impair operation of the
aircraft for its lifetime. In this region, it is assumed that the damage may never be
discovered during the aircraft's lifetime and must support ultimate design load.

2.

When the damage is larger than the ADL, it must be repaired when discovered. This
damage is visible during service inspections and must withstand a once per lifetime load
(limit load) after experiencing repeated service loads for the specified inspection interval.
It is necessary in a damage-tolerant design that service damage falling in this region be
found and characterized using practical inspection techniques. Damage approaching
CDT must be found with an extremely high probability using the selected inspection
scheme.

3.

The last region is associated with a damage state that should be immediately obvious.
Usually, this damage occurs in flight and is apparent to the operator. Under this
condition, a CDT may be exceeded and the aircraft must withstand limit load capability
under limited maneuvers necessary for continued safe flight. Note that the load
requirement for pressure critical structure remains imchanged for the last two regions.
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FIGURE 1-1. DAMAGE-TOLERANT DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
1.2 SCOPE.
To address the difficulties enumerated in the previous section, the FAA has invested in a sizeable
research program in characterization, analysis, and testing of impact-damaged sandwich
structures. The research was spurred by the use of sandwich structure m general aviation (small
airplanes and business jets), where newly certified aircraft are entering service and by the
maintenance difficulties encountered with existing commercial transport aircraft parts. The
research was designed to address the following issues:
•

What reduction in compressive residual strength can be expected as a function of
impactor diameter, impactor velocity, visible damage, internal damage, and sandwich
configurations?

•

Can damage resistance, in terms of both visible and invisible damage, be formulated into
a respome surface as a fimction of impact and configuration parameters? In other wor<b,
can the data generated by this program be used to estimate damage resistance of
sandwich panels?

•

What is the capability of current field inspection techniques to meMure intemal damage?

•

Can reliable analysis methods replace testing and reduce certification cost?
Is off-the-shelf finite element modeling usefiil in predicting compression response
of panels with impact damage, including failure load?
Can the numerical model, developed initially by Minguet [8], predict impact
damage growth?
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•

How can coupon test results be scaled to full-scale structure?

•

What role does curvature play in damage resistance and tolerance?

This report summarizes the results of this research in three areas of interest: testing, analysis,
and NDI. Section 2 describes the testing that was performed imder static and fatigue
compressive loads on impacted 8" x 10" panels. The results characterized the damage resistance
and tolerance of flat and curved sandwich panels. Section 3 describes the response surfaces for
damage resistance and damage tolerance that were drawn from the test data to extend the
database to other than the tested configurations. Section 4 describes the field level NDI that
were performed to find internal damage for both honeycomb and foam cores. Section 5 provides
the analytical portion of the research and shows the correlation with tests described in section 2.
Section 6 is essentially a conclusion section that starts with general guidance and draws
inferences from the research to formulate guidelines on how to perform testing, analysis, and
NDI to characterize the effects of impact damage on sandwich panels. The information
contained in this section should prove useful for development and certification efforts. Section 7
delineates the current imderstanding as to what needs to be done in the future to extend the
knowledge base.
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2. IMPACT DAMAGE CHARACTERTZATTON
The successful implementation of damage tolerance programs for composite sandwich airframe
structures requires a good underetanding of the potential damage states in sandwich panels, the
capability to detect and characterize these damage states, and the behavior of the damaged
structure under service loads. The formation of damage in sandwich airftames have been
attributed to transient tramverse normal loads arising due to low-velocity impacts by foreign
objects. The behavior of sandwich structures under such transient loads and the resulting
damage states are governed by several variables, which have been classified as mtrinsic variables
and extrimic variables [1]. The impact responses and the damage states in flat sandwich panels
with thin facesheete were reported to be dependent on the diameter of the spherical steel
impactor [3]. The smaller (1^ diameter impactors produced localized facesheet damage with
noticeable residual indentations of the order of the facesheet thickness while the larger (S'^
diameter impactor produced widespread core damage with residual indentations of the order of
ply thickness (0.01") or less.
2.1 STATIC LOADS AND RESIDUAL STRRNfiTH
The damage tolerance of the impact-damaged sandwich panels during these investi^tions were
evaluated by conducting compression-after-impact (CAI) teste. The specimens used for this
investigation were relatively small (compared to fiiU-scale) 8" by 10" sandwich panels. The
residual strength and failure modes of the sandwich panels under in-plane compressive loads
were found to be govemed by the relative distribution of facesheet and core damage states. The
impact damage due to smaller impactors produced a stress concentration governing compressive
failure of the facesheet across the width of the sandwich panel, with the crack originating from
the damage zone and propagating towards the lateral edges. The impact damage due to the
larger impactor promoted a local buckling-mitiated failure of the impacted facesheet. The
residual strengths corresponding to the compressive failure of the sandwich panels were
coiKistently higher than that of the buckling-initiated failure.
2.1.1 Experimental Setup.
The test fixturing and boundary conditions used in these mvestigations are reported in detail in
references 3 and 6. The typical specimen geometry along with the locations of the stram gages
and the location for the measurement of out-of-plane displacement is illustrated in figure 2-1.
An additional strain gage was mounted at the center of the damage region to monitor the surface
strauxs in the skin. A spring-loaded Imear variable differential transformer (LVDT) was used to
measure the out-of-plane displacement at aforementioned location. In addition, a deflectometer
w^ used to measure the end-shortening of the specimen. The LVDT and deflectometer along
with the specimen in the test fixture are illustrated m figure 2-2.
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FIGURE 2-2. THE SANDWICH SPECIMEN IN THE TEST FIXTURE, LVDT, AND
THE DEFLECTOMETER
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The [(90/45)/CORE]s and [(90/45)2/CORE]s sandwich panels with honeycomb and foam cores
were impact damaged and tested under compressive loads using the previously discussed
instrumentation. The test data obtained for each specimen along with the Msociated damage
metrics, proposed damage growth mechanisms, and final failure modes are summarized and
presented in the following sections. A detailed presentation of the data and experimental results
is available in references 3 and 6.
2.1.2 CAI Testing of Ff90/45VCOREL Spechnen With Honevcomb Core.
An example of the data colleted during these investigations is provided to show the type of
specimens and data collected. For example, the [(90/45)/CORE]s sandwich panel with plamweave carbon facesheets was impacted with a 3.00*^ diameter impactor at an energy level of 125
Ibf-in. The planar damage area ^sociated with the unpact damage w^ DA = 4.02 in^
(2Rdania^ = 2.28 in). The maximum residual indentation depth associated with the damage w^
measured to be ARMAX = 0.017 in. The sandwich specimen was then statically t^ted to failure
under in-plane compressive lo«is. An example of the test data is plotted in figure 2-3.
800 n

End Shortating

[(90/45)/CORE]s
SKIN: NB321/3K70P
CORE: PN2-3/16-3.0 Honeycomb

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

Displacement [inches]
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4(W0

8000

12000

Compressive Strain e^^ [microstein]

FIGURE 2-3. CAI TEST DATA FOR [(90/45)/CORE]s SANDWICH PANEL WITH PLAINWEAVE CARBON FACESHEETS
The displacements associated with the end-shortening and the out-of-plane displacement at the
center of the damage was observed to vary linearly with the applied load. The strain gage at the
center of the damage, however, was nonlinear and more compHant compared to the far-field
2-3

strain gages. This can be attributed to the additional bending component of strain associated
with the skin in the damage/dimple region. The linearity of the out-of-plane displacement at the
center of the damage implies that there was no increase (growth) in damage area. However, the
skin within the damage region was subjected to high bending strains leading to a strain-related
failure. The damage growth mechanism resulting in final failure process is illustrated in figure
2-4. The in-plane compressive loads bend the skin within the damage zone due to the lack of
support from the damaged core. This bending increases until the strains in the skin exceed a
critical strain value initiating skin firactures at the edge of the damage region. These cracks
propagate out laterally, towards the edges of the specimen leading to complete fracture. This
failure type indicates a specific mode of failure commonly observed during testing, which is
typical of a stress concentration, open-hole failure, and was found typically for the two-ply and
shaper impact thicker skin panels.
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FIGURE 2-4. DAMAGE GROWTH MECHANISM AND FINAL FAILURE MODE
OBSERVED ES[ [(90/45)/CORE]s SANDWICH PANEL WITH HONEYCOMB CORE
(SHARP IMPACTOR)
2.1.3 CAI Testing of r(90/45^7/CORE1, Specimen With Honeycomb Core.
In order to show differences in failure modes that were observed during these investigations, an
example of a different buckling type failure follows. For example, a [(90/45)2/CORE]s sandwich
panel with plain-weave carbon facesheets was impacted with a 3.00" diameter impactor at an
energy level of 87.4 Ibf-in. The planar damage area associated with the impact damage was
DA = 4.19 in"^ (2R<iamage = 2.31 in). It should be noted that this is roughly the same damage size
as presented in the previous section. The maximum residual indentation depth associated with
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the damage was measured to be ARMAX = 0.007 in. The sandwich specimen was then statically
tested to failure under in-plane compressive loads. An example of the test data is plotted in
figure 2-5.
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FIGURE 2-5. CAI TEST DATA FOR [(90/45)2/CORE]s SANDWICH PANEL WITH PLAINWEAVE CARBON FACESHEETS
The out-of-plane displacement and tiie strain gage at the center of the damage region in
[(90/45)2/CORE]s sandwich panels exhibited a cteacteristic response, as shown in figure 2-5. A
characteristic knee w^ observed for both curves, indicating a sudden change in compliance. The
out-of-plane displacement response exhibited a nonlinear behavior p^t the knee point (A' m the
figure), with a slight stiffening tendency. The strain gage at the center of the damage region
exhibits three distinct regions: OA, AB, and EC. The abrupt increase in compliance occurs at
point A, beyond which the strain incre^es rapidly until point B is reached, where an appreciable
increase in stiffness can be observed. The strain increases until point C, which corresponds to
final failure. The observed behavior is explained ming the illiKtrations in figure 2-6. The initial
increase in strain and out-of-plane displacement (regions DA and O'A' respectively) can be
attributed to the bending of the skin over the impact pre-existing damaged core. The facesheet
bends over the damaged core until the core consolidates and is able to transmit load across the
thickness. When point A (or A^ is reached, there is sufficient strain energy and the moments
generated in the skin are high enou^ to iurther crush the core in the thickness direction and
initiate damage in the adjoining core, thereby increasing the damage area. This induces a
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reduction in stiffness associated with the local bending of the facesheet and is represented by
region AB in figure 2-5. The growth of the dimple in the lateral direction is arrested at point B
due to the lack of sufficient energy to initiate additional core damage. The bending of the skin
continues until point C is reached when there is enough energy in the skin to propagate the
dimple in an unstable manner across the width of the panel, leading to final failure.
UNSTABLE DIMPLE GROWTH
ORIGINAL DAMAGE AREA

DIMPLE GROWTH (POINT A)

DIMPLE ARREST (POINT B)
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FIGURE 2-6. DAMAGE GROWTH MECHANISM AND FINAL FAILURE MODE
OBSERVED IN [(90/45)2/CORE]s SANDWICH PANEL WITH HONEYCOMB CORE
2.1.4 CAI Testing of r(90/45)7/CORE1; Specimen With Foam Core.
To show the damage effects of different core systems, similar investigations were also conducted
with foam cores. A detailed presentation of the data and experimental results is available in
reference 6. Similar to the honeycomb core specimens, a [(90/45)2/CORE]s foam core panel
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with glass fabric facesheets w^ impacted with a 3.00" diameter impactor at an energy level of
360 Ibf-in. The maximum residual indentation depth associated with the damage w^ me^ured
to be ARMAX = 0.04 in. The sandwich specimen WM then statically tested to failure under inplane compressive loads. The test data for tins specimen is plotted in figure 2-7.
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FIGURE 2-7. CAI TEST DATA FOR [(90/45)2/CORE]s SANDWICH PANEL WITH GLASS
FABRIC FACESHEETS AND FOAM CORE
The impact damage in foam core sandwich panel exhibited behavior similar to the honeycomb
core panel described in the previous section. However, upon the mitiation of further core
crushing, there WM no evidence of a dimple arrest mechanism, as seen from the strain data. This
is due to flie different transverse compressive behavior of the foam core when compared with the
honeycomb cores [9]. The foam cores under transverse compression behave in an elastic-plastic
manner, while flic honeycomb cores can smtain transverse compressive loads several times that
of their yield/cnwh load [9],
2.1.5 Planar Damage Area.
During these investigations [3 and 6], various unpact parameters were studied and characterized.
One of the most relevant to ongoing design and certification efforts is the relationship between
planar damage area and impact energy. Instead of producmg a damage state in area, most design
and certification efforte rely on impact or surface visibility for damage tolerance purposes.
Hence, the question that arises is, "How much energy or surface visibility we hit this panel
with?" The answer to this question is dependent on tiie particular application and usage the
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structure may experience during its service life. Figures 2-8 and 2-9 show the relationship
between planar damage area and impact energy for a small (relatively sharp) (1") impactor and a
blunt (3") impactor, respectively. As seen from these figures, the impact diameter plays a large
role in the resulting planar damage area. It is also interesting to note the role that the core
thickness plays with respect to planar damage area (particularly for high-energy impacts).
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2.1.6 Residual Strength.
The impact damage in sandwich panels due to blunt impactore behave in a characteristic
mamier(s) leading to contrasting final failure modes under in-plane compressive loads. The
impact damage, which manifests in the form of a dimple, will be active well before the final
failure occurs. The amount of this activity will be dependent on the flexural properties of the
facesheet, tramvei^e compressive properties of the core, and the damage metrics. A thin
facesheet with negligible flexural stiffiiess will promote a strain-based failure mechanism, due to
the inability of the skin to drive the dimple against the core. However, given enough flexural
stiffiiess, the facesheet could drive this dimple through a characteristic sequence of events
leading to a stability-based failure mechanism.
The normalized (to undamaged strength) residual strengths of sandwich panels impacted with 1"
and 3" diameter impactora are plotted as a fimction of planar damage area in figure 2-10(a). It
can be observed that the data is scattered around a hypothetical degr^Jation curve irrespective of
the impactor diameter. However, the data points corresponding to the smaller diameter impactor
are spread over the initial portion of the curve, while those of the larger impactor fall over the
asymptotic region of the curve. The impact damage states in practice will only undergo a
posteriori analysis based on the damage metrics, without any knowledge of the associated impact
energies. The maximum residual indentation h^ been typically umd as a measure of the severity
of impact damage. The threshold of detectabihty based on the residual indentation is known as
Barely Visible Impact Damage. There is no consensiw on a standard value for the BVID, even
though it h^ been assumed that the strength degradation is proportional to the residual
mdentation depth. It has been shown in the previous study [3] that the maximum residual
indentation ^th does not necessarily correlate well with the C AI strength. It can be seen ft^om
figure 2-10(b) that large planar damage areas can exist while the maxunum residual indentation
is on the order of a few ply thicknesses (0.008" in this case). Thus, it was concluded that
residual indentation depth is not a reliable indicator of impact damage; rather, the planar damage
size better reflecte the residual strength degradation in sandwich panels. To quantify the planar
damage, damage state, or the stracture's residual strength capability, it becomes necessary to
identify damage detection techniques and their effectiveness in light of this observation.
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FIGURE 2-10. (a) NORMALIZED RESIDUAL STRENGTH FOR [(90/45)n/CORE]s
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AND (b) VARIATION OF MAXIMUM RESIDUAL INDENTATION DEPTH WITH
PLANAR DAMAGE AREA FOR THE SANDWICH PANELS
2.2 IMPACT DAMAGE IN SANDWICH PANELS.
The damage states in sandwich panels can be broadly classified as material damage states and
geometric damage states. The material damage states include facesheet damage, core damage,
and facesheet-core interface disbonds. The facesheet damage states encompass delaminations,
matrix cracks, and facesheet/ply fractures. The core damage states may comprise of core
crushing (foam cores), cell wall buckling (honeycomb cores), and core fractures. The geometric
damage state in sandwich panels manifests as a residual indentation distribution around the point
of impact. The various damage states may occur simultaneously with the relative proportions
being dictated by the intrinsic and extrinsic variables. In this section, the damage states observed
during the experimental program are enumerated.

* The sandwich layup configurations listed throughout this document shall imply that the layup is symmetric about
the core, i.e., [(90/45)n/CORE]s means [(90/45)„/CORE/(45/90)„].
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2.2.1 Facesheet Damage.
The facesheet damage states may be comprised of facesheet delaminatiom, matrix cracking, and
ply/facesheet fractures [6 and 9]. The initiation of facesheet damage was observed to be
dependent on the impactor size (diameter).
A limited number of sandwich panels
([(90/45)2/CORE]s) with fibergl^s facesheets and honeycomb cores (Plascore PN2-3/16-3.0;
0.75'' thick) were impacted to study the facesheet damage states in sandwich panels. The
translucency of the fiberglass facesheets was exploited to observe the facesheet damage states,
since the miderlying core damage masks the facesheet damage during the through-transmission
ultrasonic C-scan (TTU C-scan) measurements [9 and 10].
The facesheet damage was observed to initiate in the form of delaminatiom between the plies
Mjacent to the facesheet-corc interface, and these delaminatioiK occurred above the honeycomb
cell walls [9]. A network of delaminations was observed at hi^er-impact energy levels. The
area over which delamination networks occurred w^ found to increase with impact energy up to
the point when facesheet fracture was initiated. The typical delamination network in sandwich
panels impacted with the 3.00" diameter impactor are illustrated in figure 2-11. It was observed
that the damage area measured by the TTU C-scan method was consistently higher than the area
corresponding to the facesheet delaminations. This implies that, in practice, the facesheet
damage may go undetected in the absence of a compicuous facesheet fracture. Further, the
presence of a layer of paint or a nontranslucent facesheet wiU make it difficult to detect fliese
facesheet damage states.

FIGURE 2-11. TYPICAL NETWORK OF DELAMINATIONS OBSERVED IN
[(90/45)2/CORE]s SANDWICH PANELS WITH FIBERGLASS FACESHEETS AND
HONEYCOMB CORES, IMPACTED WITH A 3.00" DIAMETER IMPACTOR
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2.2.2 Core Damage.
The core damage in honeycomb core sandwich panels was observed to be predominantly cell
wall buckling, core crushing, and cell wall fracture. The incipient failure mode in all cases was
observed to be cell wall buckling, which propagated across the planar dimensions of the panel.
The damage metrics associated with the core damage in sandwich panels (honeycomb core) is
illustrated in figure 2-12. The TTU C-scan method measures the planar damage size, 2R<iamage, of
the core reasonably well. The damaged core increases the impedance of the honeycomb core to
the ultrasonic waves and, thus, can be detected. The through-thickness distribution of the core
damage may be characterized by the maximum crush depth of the core ACRUSH- This damage
metric is of particular importance in analytical models for predicting residual strength of impactdamaged sandwich panels. The damaged core within the crushed region will offer no reaction to
the facesheet under subsequent in-plane loads, imtil the indentation depth increases by ACRUSHThe ratio of planar damage size (2Rdaniage) to the maximum crush depth (ACRUSH) will, in general,
depend on the impactor size, facesheet stiffness and the transverse compressive behavior of the
core. Additional destructive sectioning of impact-damaged sandwich panels will be necessary to
characterize the effects of facesheet stiffiiess and core properties on the core crush depths
associated with planar damage size.
CORE CRUSHING/
PROGRESSIVE BUCKLING

CRUSH

aamage

FIGURE 2-12. ILLUSTRATION OF CORE DAMAGE AND ASSOCL\TED DAMAGE
METRICS FOR HONEYCOMB CORE SANDWICH PANELS
2.2.3 Residual Indentation.
The material damage states in sandwich panels were confined to the facesheet and the core only.
However, due to the structural interaction between the (damaged) components of the sandwich
panels, a geometric imperfection exists in impact-damaged sandwich panels. The geometric
imperfection manifests as a residual indentation distribution as illustrated in figure 2-13. The
residual indentation distribution is characterized by the maximum residual indentation, ARMAX,
occurring at the center of the indentation region (point of impact) and the planar size, 2Rind, of
the region of nonzero residual indentation. The residual indentation distribution exists because
of the residual tensile reaction force offered by the damaged core [9]. During the loading phase,
the core reaction will tend to resist the collapsing of the facesheet into the core. Upon unloading,
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the facesheet tends to spring back to its original undeformed state. However, the damaged core
suffere a permanent set in compression and, thus, will generate a tensile reaction force opposing
the spring-back action of the facesheet A residual tensile core traction field [9] will thus exist at
the facesheet-core interface, equilibrating the bending moments generated in the facesheet due to
residual mdentation distribution. The ARMAX, for a given planar damage size of the core 2R<ia„age,
will depend on the facesheet stiffiiess and the degraded temile properties of the damaged core.
The preceding argument is consistent with the experimental observations reported in reference 3,
where the thicker-sMnned sandwich panels suffered smaller residual indentations in spite of large
planar damage areas. Also, a core that fiactures under the impact loads will provide no tensile
resistance to the facesheet spring back, further reducing the residual mdentation and making it
difficult to detect damage visually. The damage metrics associated with the sandwich
components, quantification methods, and associated degraded properties are summarized in
table 2-1.
RBIDUAL
INDENTATION

FIGURE 2-13. RESIDUAL INDENTATION IN IMPACTED SANDWICH PANELS
TABLE 2-1. SUMMARY OF DAMAGE METRICS AND ASSOCIATED DEGRADED
PROPERTIES
Sandwich
Component
Facesheet

Damage Metric(s)
Planar facesheet damage
size2Rsu„
Planar core damage size

Core

F»:esheet

Interface

Maximum Core Crash
depth AcRusH
Maximum residual
indentation ARMAX
Planar size of residual
indentation region 2Ri„a
Residual traction field on
facesheet due to damaged
core

Measurement
Method
Visual, Destractive
sectioning
NDI

Degraded Properties
Facesheet stiffiiess
(flexural)
TraiKverse
properties of core

Comments
Region not
necessarily circular
Region not
necessarily circular

Destructive
sectioning
Coordinate
measurement
machine

N/A

Region not
necessarily circular

Analytical model

N/A

N/A
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2.3 EFFECTS OF PANEL CURVATURE.
The damage resistance and tolerance investigations for sandwich panels investigated previously
have been mostly limited to flat panels. However, the real airframe structures are not necessarily
flat, and certain curvatures are associated with their geometry as dictated by the aerodynamic
design. Thus, it would be important to understand the effects of panel curvature on the impact
response and associated impact damage metrics in sandwich panels. In this study, a limited
experimental investigation was conducted to observe the effects of curvature on the damage
resistance of cylindrical sandwich panels. The specimen geometry, specimen fabrication, test
fixturing, and summary of test results are reported in detail in reference 6. A typical specimen
showing the related geometric parameters is shown in figure 2-14.
IMPACT SIDE

IMPACT LOi

CHORD

FIGURE 2-14. GEOMETRY OF CYLINDRICAL SANDWICH PANELS AND
ASSOCIATED NOMENCLATURE
Three internal radii of curvature of RINTI = 6.00", RINT2 = 24.00", and RINT3 = 48.00" were used
for the specimens in this investigation. The above radii are representative of different locations
on a general aviation airframe. The internal radius was controlled as it formed the tool side of
the sandwich specimen during the fabrication process. Thus, the external radius (RINT + Tsw)
was not constant across different sandwich configurations.
The cylindrical sandwich specimens were impacted on the convex side at their respective
geometric centers. The specimens were supported along their longitudinal edges using three
different boundary supports with varying degrees of end fixity. The boundary conditions
investigated in this study are illustrated in figure 2-15.
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FIGURE 2-15. BOUNDARY SUPPORT CONDITIONS USED DURING IMPACT TESTING
OF CYLINDRICAL SANDWICH PANELS
ITie three boundary conditions were used to simulate the adjoining stracture in an actual
airframe. The sandwich specimens are free to translate and rotate at the boundaries under
boundary condition-1. Boundary condition-2 allows free rotation at the ends but comtrains the
translations, while boundary condition-3 simulates a rigid adjoining stracture. The thi^e
boundary conditions will genaate different levels of flexural stiffiiesses in the curved panels.
The edges along the width are, however, unconstrained in all the three cases. In this study,
boundary condition-1 was used for all sandwich configurations, while boundary conditions-2 and
-3 will be iKed in a limited number of tests to observe the boundary comtraint effecte.
2.3.1 Impact Event Characterization.
The impact responses of curved sandwich panels were influenced by their curvature, boundary
condition type, impactor size, and core density.
The typical impact responses of
[(90/45)2/CORE]s sandwich panels with nominal internal radii of 6% 24", and 48" at comparable
energy levels are shown in figure 2-16. The specimens were tested under boundary condition-1
with an impactor diameter of 3.00". At an energy level of 40 Ibf-in, the peak impact force
mcre^es with decreeing RJNT, which can be attributed to the higher flexural stif&ess associated
with the specimen with smaller RINT-
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[(90/45VCORE]s
CORE: Plascore PN2-3/16-3.0; 0.375" thick
Impactor Diameter: 3.00"
Nominal Impact energy - 40 Ibf-in
Boundary Condition-I
Internal Radius R,„ [INCHES]

0.015

Time t [sees]

FIGURE 2-16. IMPACT RESPONSES OF [(90/45)2/CORE]s SANDWICH PANELS WITH
DIFFERENT INTERNAL RADIUS RINT AT NOMINAL IMPACT ENERGY OF 40 Ibf-in
The effects of boundary constraint on the peak impact force recorded during the impact tests for
[(90/45)/CORE]s and [(90/45)2/CORE]s sandwich panels are shown as an example of the results
in figure 2-17. The stiffening effect of constraining the translation of the supports (boundary
condition-2) is evident from this figure. However, no significant differences were observed
between boundary conditions-2 and -3. This implies that constraining the rotation and the
translation does not increase the bending stiffness of the cvu^ved panels' significantly.
The aforementioned results have been presented for the 3.00" diameter impactor only. However,
tests were also conducted with the 1.00" diameter impactor. The curved sandwich panels
suffered skin fractures at relatively low energy levels when impacted with the 1.00" diameter
impactor. The impactor size and the curvature of the sandwich panels limit the region over
which the contact loads were distributed. The smaller contact regions lead to an early skin
fracture initiation. The planar damage size was saturated with the initiation of skin fracture and
no frends could be observed for the range of impact energies investigated with the 1.00" diameter
impactor.
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FIGURE 2-17. PEAK IMPACT FORCE AT VARIOUS ENERGY LEVELS FOR
[(90/45)2/CORE]s SPECIMENS WITH DIFFERENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
2.3.2 Damage Characterization.
The impacted sandwich panels were inspected for any impact damage using TTU C-scan, and
the maximum residual indentation was me^ured using the setup described in reference 3.' The
TTU C-scan was used to quantify the planar damage area, which corresponds to the planar extent
of core damage [3]. The effects of panel curvature on the planar damage area created in
[(90/45)/CORE]s and [(90/45)2/CORE]s sandwich panels are summarized in figures 2-18 and
2-19, respectively. The planar damage area was observed to increase the decreeing Rnqr- This
can again be attributed to the reduced core strength because of the alignment of the cell walls
along the radial direction [6]. The end of the cell walls at their interface with the impacted sMn
will experience a component of shear in addition to the normal forces. This shear component
was instrumental in reducing the transverse compressive strength of the core. Thus, in a
specimen vdth smaller RINT, the core adjacent to the point of impact will experience a higher
shear component leading to a low failure strength of the core, and for the case of a blunt impact,
the increase in curvature will create a larger damage area as compared to that of a flat panel.
In contrast to the planar damage area, the maximum residual indentation depths decreased with
increasing internal radius RINT under the c^e of blunt impacts. Unlike flat panels [3], the curved
panels did not suffer appreciable permanent residual indentetions. It can be observed from the
experiments [6], that the maximum residual indentations rarely exceed the nominal ply thickness
(0.008") of the facesheet material. In addition, the residual indentations for RINT = 48" are
consistently higher compared to R^r = 6" and 24". This is in contrast to the impact damage due
to the 1.00" impactor, which were predominantly facesheet fractures associated with large
indentation depths.
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The low residual indentations in ciirved sandwich panels can be attributed to the high restoring
force associated with the curved facesheets. The facesheets collapse on the core during the
loading phase, creating damage in the core. During unloading, the facesheet tends to pull itself
back to its undeformed position [9], while the core tends to pull it down, creating the residual
indentation. In curved panels, the moments generated in the skm are higher compared to that of
the flat panels and, thus, relatively low indentatiom will be observed. From a damage tolerance
point of view, the use of a visual inspection method to detect damage will be more difficult for
sandwich structures with curvatures, when impacted with larger diameter (blunt) impactors.
However, the impact damage states due to smaller impactors will be more conspicuous because
of the presence of sMn fractures.
The residual strength of the curved specimens and damage growth characteristics were not
characterized in Ihese investigations. Future work should incorporate these curvature aspects
into residual strength full-scale components and/or subcomponente experimente.
2.4 REPEATED LOADING EFFECT.
The belmvior of impact-damaged sandwich panels under the action of repeated loads was also
investigated experimentally. The impact damage states due to the 3.00* diameter impactor was
of particular interest because of the high degradation of residual strength associated with such
damage states and also the difficulties in detecting them using nondestnictive inspection. The
fatigue hves associated witii different levels of impact damage m both honeycomb core and foam
core sandwich panels were studied. The details of the various aspects of the fatigue-testing
program are reported in detail in reference 6.
The impact damage states selected for repeated loads study correspond to two distinct regions of
the residual strength degradation curve illustrated in figure 2-20. The data corresponds to
sandwich specimens impacted with a 3.00" diameter impM;tor at different energy levels. The
lower energy level (Ei) corresponds to the knee region of the curve, where the normalized
residual strength (NCAI) ranges between 0.8 to 0.6 (typical), and the higher energy level (E2)
corresponds to the asymptote of the curve, where the NCAI is about 0.5 or lower (typical). The
damage states corresponding to these energy ranges was purely subsurface (core) damage with
no visible skin damage. The typical damage areas corresponding to these energy levels are
shown in figure 2-20.
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FIGURE 2-20. TYPICAL RANGES OF IMPACT ENERGY LEVELS FOR FATIGUE
PROGRAM
The fatigue-testing program was divided into three phases.
•

The first phase consisted of the generation of the static residual strength data for
sandwich panels impacted with different impact energy levels. The characteristic
residual strength degradation curve (curve fit) was then analyzed to select two candidate
impact energy levels (Ei and E2) for use in the fatigue program.

•

In the second phase, the experimental data from the residual strength test of the
specimens impacted with the candidate energy levels was analyzed to select the
stress/load* levels (Nyy) for the generating the fatigue loads.

•

The third phase consisted of the fatigue testing of the impact-damaged sandwich
specimens, monitoring of damage growth, and residual strength testing of specimens that
successfully completed the predefined infinite life Noo and to assess any further
degradation in residual strength. Details of the program are presented in reference 6.

*The residual strengths were expressed in terms of the stress resultants Nyy (Ibf/in) rather than the stress Oyy. Thus,
throughout this report, the word load rather than stress will be associated with the nomenclature for defining the
fatigue tests, e.g., stress ratio will be referred to as the load ratio.
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Since the fatigue life of the impact-damaged sandwich specimen was not known a priori,
the load levels selected were only initial estimates. The loads were increased or
decreased appropriately to introduce failures or runouts (i.e., survive N„) to obtain
meaningful data.
2.4.1 Fatigue Life.
The sandwich specimens were subjected to fatigue loading using the load levels and load ratios
defined m reference 6. The number of cycles to failure, N/, at each load level and load ratio
combination was recorded. The specimens surviving N„ (=150,000) cycles were subsequently
tested to failure under static loading to assess any further degradation in residual strength. The
plots of the fatigue life at different minimum load levels for the sandwich configurations are
shown in figures 2-21 to 2-24. The figures indicate the static strength of the virgm specimen and
the static residual strength of a similar specimen prior to fatigue loading. The following
observations were made regarding the fatigue life of sandwich specimens at difTerent load levels.
•

A fatigue life curve (S-N curve) could not be generated due to the limited data set. The
model fitting procedure presented by Sendeckyj [11] requires a minimum of (m+2)
uncensored (i.e., not a runout) data points at (m+1) stress levels, where m is the number
of parameters for the fatigue model. Thus, if a two-parameter model was iwed at every
stress level, at least four imcensored data points would be required.

•

The fatigue life at higher load levels exhibited dependence on the load ratio. The fatigue
Kfe decre^ed when the load ratio was increased. It is speculated that at higher load
ratios, the damaged core may experience a transverse tensile stress field, which could
lead to core fiacture.

•

The change in compliance ^sociated with the end-shortening was insignificant for load
levels at which the specimens lasted 150,000 cycles. Since most specimens that did fail
before N„ had N/< 75,000 cycles, the compliance test interval (25,000) w^ too large to
obtain enough data points to draw meaningfijl conclusions re^rding compliance
changes. Selected tests may need to be repeated to monitor the compliance changes at
smaller intervals.

•

The TTU C-scan inspection of honeycomb core sandwich panels did not mdicate a
significant mcrease in damage size (IR^^^). Additional destractive tests at shorter
mtervals may be necessary to observe the growth of core damage across the thickness of
the specimen.

•

The growth of skin damage (delaminations), discussed previously, could not be observed
for carbon facesheets (honeycomb core panels). The decre^e in fatigue Hfe may be a
combined effect of growths in skin and core damage states. The skin damage growth, if
any, may be observed by using sandwich panels with fiberglass facesheets.
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2.4.2 Residual Strength Degradation.
The degradation of residual strength of sandwich specimens due to fatigue loading was
determined by conducting static residual strength tests on the specimens surviving N«. cycles
(runout). The residual strength degradation was defined in terms of a normalized runout residual
strength defined below.
Normalized Runout Residual Strength =

N
N

^"°

where, N^^ is the minimum load level at which the specimen survived Noo, and N^RS-EJ is the
static residual strength of the sandwich specimen impacted with impact energy level Ei (i=l,2).
The normalized runout residual strengths were fiirther plotted versus a normalized minimum load
level defined as follows.
N
Normalized Minimum Load Level = ■ "''
N
The plots of normalized runout residual strength versus normalized minimvun load levels for the
sandwich configurations investigated are shown in figures 2-25 to 2-28. The data points lying on
the X axis indicate that the specimens did not survive N„e at that particular load level. Based on
the experimental data, the following observations were made.
a.

b.

[(90/45)/CORE]s panels with honeycomb core (see figure 2-25)
1.

For impact energy level Ei, no significant degradation was observed for the
minimum load between 50% and 70% (approx.) of the static residual strength (the
specimen corresponding to a minimum load level of —62% of static residual
strength failed under fatigue loading). Some of the specimens exhibited an
anomalous increase in residual strength (e.g., see figure 2-26), which can be
attributed to generating residual strength data using a single specimen at each
energy level. A scatter in data is implied based on the above observation.

2.

For impact energy level E2, no significant degradation was observed for minimum
load levels between 20% and 70% (approx.) of the static residual strength for load
ratios of 5 and 2. However, for the load ratio of 10, the degradation in residual
strength increased from 0% to 20% when the minimum load in fatigue was
increased from 20% to 70% of the static residual strength.

[(90/45)2/CORE]s panels with honeycomb core (see figure 2-26)
1.

For impact energy level Ei, average degradation in residual strength of 10% was
observed for load levels less than 50% (R=10), 65% (R=5), and 70% (R=2) of the
static residual strength.
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2.

For impact energy level Ea, average degradation in residual strength up to 15%
was observed for load levels less than 60% (all load ratios) of the static residual
strength.

[(90/45)/CORE]s panels with foam core (see figure 2-27)
1.

For impact energy level Ei, no significant degradation in residual strength for
minimum load levels lower than 80% (approx.) of the static residual strength.

2.

For impact energy level E2. the residual strength degradation was observed to be
negligible at all stress levels less than 80% (approx.) of the static residual
strength, for load ratios of 10 and 2. A degradation of about 18% was observed
for a mmimum fatigue load level corre^onding to 70% of the static residual
strength when the load ratio was 5.

[(90/45)2/CORE]s panels witii foam core (see fi^re 2-28)
1.

For impact energy level Ei, an average degradation of 5% was observed for
minimum load levels lower than 90% (^prox.) of the static residual strength and
a load ratio of 2. When the load level was about 55% of the static residual
strength, an average degr^ktion of 10% was observed at all three load ratios.

2.

For impact energy level E2, an average degradation of 30% was observed for
minimum load levels lower than 60% (approx.) of the static residual sti-ength at all
load ratios.
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2.4.3 Summary.
The fetigue life and residual strength degradation of honeycomb and foam core sandwich panels
wei« experimentally investi^ted. The sandwich panels were damaged by impacting them with a
3.00" diameter impactor at two different energy levels. The fatigue hfe of the sandwich
qwcmaens were found to be dependent on the load ratio of the fatigue load. The fatigue life
dwreased as the load ratio was increased at certain minimum fatigue load levels. Further
degradation of the residual strength, ranging between 5% and 30%, was typical of sandwich
specimens that survived the prespecified infinite life of 150,000 cycles. Additional tests may be
necessary to statistically strengthen the observed trends.
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3. RESPONSE SURFACES.
Response surfaces for damage resistance and damage tolerance of sandwich structure were
formulated using the test data generated by this program. The methodology that was used was
the Box-Behnken method [12] that was folly described in reference 4. The purpose of this
research was to allow a designer or a stress engineer to estimate the damage caused by an impact
and the effect of damage on the residual compression strength on honeycomb sandwich structure.
ITiis type of information is needed in the design and certification process and should be usefol in
narrowmg and reducing testing. The variables from which the response surfaces were
constructed reflected sandwich configuration parameters (facesheet ply thickness, core density,
and a>re hei^t) and impactor parameters (impactor diameter, impact energy, and velocity). The
damage paiametere were surface and internal damages.
3.1 DAMAGE RESISTANCE.
TTw objective was to obtain empirical values of damage in terms of dent depth and internal
damage diameter as a function of the main damage resistance drivers. Thus, the response
surfaces, derived as algebraic equations in terms of these parameters, can then be used as input
into analysis to predict damage growth and/or residual strength.
to this study, symmetric flat composite sandwich panels comprised of plain-weave carbon fabric
premipregnated in epoxy resin (NEWPORT NB321/3K70P) facesheets and Plascore Nomex
honeycomb (PN2-3/16-3.0/4.5/6.0) cores (test section dimensiom, 8.0 by 8.0 in.) with clamped
^es were subjected to drop-weight normal impact with a spherical steel impactor. Three
<MflFerent facesheet configurations (X, - 2 plies [90/45]i, 4 plies [90/45]2, and 6 plies [90/45]3)
core densities (X2 = 3.0,4.5, and 6.0 Ib/fl'), and core thicknesses (X3 = 3/8,3/4, and 9/8 in.) wer^
cMisidered in this examination. The ranges of laminate and core variables are typical of those
fou^ in common sandwich panel applications. In addition, three different impact energies
C^-90.0, 120 and 1501bf-in), impactor diameters (X5 = 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 in.), and impact
velocities (Xe - 65.2,96.3, and 127 m/sec) were considered in this study. The impact parametera
correspond to typical low-velocity impacte associated with relatively blunt objects. Note that
^h sandwich configuration and impact variable, Xi (i = 1,2,..,6), Msumes low, symmetric
midrange or center point, and high values; these may be collectively referred to as the natural
values of the independent variables used in fliis study. Table 3-1 summarizes the range of
^ndwich configuration and impact parameters considered in this effort, hi addition, the
fecesheet thickness may be characterized in terms of the number of plies (two, four, and' six)
associated with each facesheet configuration. The test matrix developed for this investigation is
based on the Box-Behnken fiactional factorial design of experiments technique, which uses the
nmmnum number of tests requued for generatmg a second-order, statistically reliaWe,
polynomial expression characterizing the response function of interest (e.g., damage size) [12].
TTU C-scan and facesheet indentation measurements were used as damage metrics to
characterize the degree of impact damage induced in the sandwich panels. TTU C-scan
measurements provide a two-dimensional image of the projected area of the impact-damaged
region. The damaged region may be characterized either in terms of the area of the C-scan
image or m terms of the diameter of the damaged region, D, measured normal to the direction of
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the applied CAI load. For this study, damage diameter, D, was selected because it well
represented the crushing circumference of the core.
TABLE 3-1. SANDWICH CONFIGURATION AND IMPACT PARAMETERS

Material
Variables

Natural Values

>

1

Niunber of Facesheet
Plies, X,
Core Density,
X2 (Ib/ft^)
Core Thickness,
X, (in)
Impact Energy,
X4 (Ibf-in)
Impactor Diameter,
Xsiin)
Impact Velocity,
Xe (in/sec)

|

2 [90/45]

4 [90/45]2

6 [90/45]3

3.0

4.5

6.0

0.37

0.75

1.12

90.0

120

150

1.0

2.0

3.0

65.2

96.3

127

A 3*^ fractional factorial design of experiments (DOE) approach [12] has been employed to
examine the nonlinear interaction effects between relevant sandwich panel design parameters
and their influence on the planar dimension, D, of the damage region and surface dent associated
with a given impact event. In order to isolate parameters of interest, three different response
surfaces were created.
•

The first response surface isolated the coupled effects of skin and core parameters (i.e.,
number of facesheet plies, Xu core density, X2; and core thickness, X3) on the damage
resistance characteristics of sandwich composite panels; the impact energy (X4 = 120 inIb), impactor diameter (X5 = 3.0 in), and impact velocity (X^ = 96.3 in/sec) were held
fixed in this examination.

•

The second response surface isolated effects of the number of facesheet plies (X\), impact
energy (X4), and impactor diameter (X5) on the damage resistance characteristics of
sandwich composite panels. Here, the core density (X2 = 3.0 Ib/ft^), core thickness (X3 =
3/4 in), and impact velocity (X^ = 96.3 in/sec) were held fixed.

•

The third response surface isolated effects of the number of facesheet plies {X\), impact
energy (X4), and impact velocity (Xe) on the damage resistance characteristics of
sandwich composite panels were examined. Here, different impact velocities were
obtained by varying the impactor mass and drop height during impact testing leading to a
specified value of impact energy.

This effort aimed to help clarify the influence of dynamic effects on the damage resistance
properties of the given sandwich composites over a range of relatively low velocity impacts.
Here, the core density {X2 =3.0 lb/ft ), core thickness (X3, = 3/4 in.), and impactor diameter
(Xs = 3.0 in.) were held fixed.
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The first quadratic response surface characterizing the diameter of the damage diameter based
upon TTU C-scan measurements and dent depth in terms of the composite sandwich panel
facesheet thickness (Xi), core density (X2), and core thickness (X3) is expressed m
D =-2.682 +0,8029X,+1.219Z2 + 2.576.X3
... - 0.06685 - Xf - 0.08252 ■ X^ - 0.8990 - X^

(in.)

...-0.03492 ■ X, ■ ^2-0.1200-Z.Xj-0.3480-Xj-Xj
and
d = [-36.63+1.500 X, +15.67 X^ + 41.33 •X3
...-0.09375-Xf -1.278-X| -6.222 X^

(in.)

■k-3
...-0M333X^X^-4333X,X^-3.1UX^-X^]m-

Response surface estimates of the size of the planar damage region show that incre^ing the
thickness of flie core material resulte in the greatest improvement in the damage resistance
properties (i.e., the size of the planar region typically associated with core crushing is reduced).
Indqjendently increasing the number of facesheet plies and/or core density generally resulted in
an increase in the size of the estunated internal damage, although simultaneously varying these
parameters could result in either an improvement or degradation in the impact damage resistance
properties. It seems re^onable that changes in material system parametere likely result in either
enhanced or degraded penetration resistance and bending stiffness properties that govern the
damage development Response surface estimates for the maximum residual facesheet
indentation show that incre^ing the number of facesheet phes resulte in the greatest decre^e in
the predicted surface damage. The regr^sion results indicate that those combinations of
sandwich configuration paiametera leading to the maximum internal damage do not correspond
to those that result in the greatest fwesheet indentation. The equation for the dent depth did not
correlate very well because the measured dent depths for the 3,0-in.-diameter impactor were very
small. This equation should be used with caution.
The second response surface for the damage diameter and dent depth is as follows:
D = 4.426 - 0.9876 • X, -1.771 lO-'X^-l.662 X,
...+ 0.02103Xf-1.61810-^X| + 0.1084X3'

(in-)

...+ 7.33310-'X, X^ + 0.06400 X, -X, + 0.01103-X^ X,
and
J = [386.3-168.7 •X,+5.769X4-275.8-X,
...+9.833-Xf -0.01185-X| +37.33X5^
...-0.1583X,X4+38.75-X,-X5-0.8167-X4-X5]l0-'
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(in.)

In this investigation, the coupled influence of the number of facesheet plies, impact energy, and
impactor diameter on the impact damage induced was evaluated using empirically based
response surfaces for sandwich composites comprised of carbon/epoxy woven fabric facesheets
and Nomex honeycomb cores. The core density, core thickness, and impact velocity were held
fixed in this examination. Response svuface estimates of the size of the planar damage region
show that increasing the impactor diameter results in a decrease in the damage resistance
properties (i.e., the size of the planar region typically associated with core crushing is increased).
Given that an increase in the planar damage area is often accompanied by a corresponding
decrease in residual strength, consideration of various-sized impactors is an important part of
developing a damage tolerance plan for sandwich composites. An increase in the number of
facesheet plies tended to an increase in the estimated planar damage dimension for a given set of
impact parameters. An increase in the impact energy resulted in an increase in the size of the
planar damage region for those combinations of facesheet configuration and impactor diameters,
where facesheet penetration was likely not a concern. This is illustrated in figure 3-1. Similar
plots for other variables are contained in reference 4. Response surface results show that the
residual facesheet indentation is a decreasing fiinction of the number of facesheet plies and
impactor diameter for a given impact energy level.
The final second-order response surfaces were generated that characterize the impact damage as
a function of the number of facesheet plies, impact energy, and impact velocity. An estimate of
the diameter of the planar damage region associated with TTU C-scan measurements from the
regression analysis is expressed in terms of natural values of the independent variables
D = 7.516 + 0.1242 ■ Z,-1-9.073 IQ-^-X^-0.1461 X^
... +4.292 • 10"'-Z'-hi.796-lO-'-X^-f-7.306-lO-'-Xg

(in.)

..."8.000 IQ-'X, -X, -V1.206 lO-'-X, -X^ + 2.465 \^'^X^X^

Analogously, an estimate of the maxim\im residual facesheet indentation from the regression
analysis is expressed in terms of natural values of the independent variables
^ = 8.257• 10"^ -7.372•10-'-X,+6.093-10-^X4-4.7511 O^X^
... + 9.167-10-'-X' -6.48110"'X4' +4.82510-^X,'

(in.)

...-4.16710-*-Z,Z4-8.03910-*X,X6-4.01910^-X4-X6
These response surface estimates of the size of the planar damage region typically associated
with core crushing suggest that the damage development is somewhat sensitive to the velocity of
the impactor. Midrange values of impact velocity resulted in damage estimates that were a
relative minimvmi. Similar to earlier results, an increase in the number of facesheet plies and/or
impact energy tended to result in an increase in the estimated planar damage dimension for a
given set of impact parameters. Response surface results show that the residual facesheet
indentation due to impact is also impact velocity dependent. However, as the response surface
was constructed on the basis of 3.0-in.-diameter impactor (shallow indents), the validity of this
response surface is questionable.
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Changes in sandwich configurations can result in either enhanced or degraded penetration
resistance and bending stif&ess properties that govern the damage fomation. Estimates, made
using response surface for the maximum residual facesheet indentation show that increasing the
number of facesheet plies results in the greatest decrease in the predicted surface damage. While
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such estimates did not necessarily correlate well with experimental data for test configurations,
with relatively shallow indentations, these estimates may prove useful in determining
combinations of material and impact parameters that produce the greatest degree of visible
facesheet damage.
In addition, the experimental results and regression analysis suggest that impact damage
development in sandwich composites is highly sensitive to the diameter of the impactor, impact
energy, and impact velocity. Based upon the response surface estimates, an increase in the
diameter of the impactor will result in a significant increase in the planar dimension of the
internal damage and a decrease in the residual facesheet indentation, particularly for those
sandwich panels with thicker facesheets. This suggests that blunt-object impacts may result in
appreciable damage that is not amenable to visual inspection. An increase in the impact energy
generally resulted in an increase in the predicted planar damage dimension, with the exception of
those combinations of impactor diameter and facesheet configuration where facesheet
penetration was a concern. Moreover, response surface results indicate that the damage
formation is somewhat sensitive to the velocity of the impactor.
Sandwich panel stiffiiess properties, energy absorption capability, and support boundary
conditions all play a key role in the dynamic impact response leading to damage development.
For these reasons, the response surfaces generated here can only provide an initial assessment of
the damage sizes that can be expected. Because the response surfaces were generated using
relatively small panels, the characterized damage states will tend to be conservative, and the
predicted damage will be greater than in a full-scale component. The user of this empirical
estimating tool is also cautioned against extrapolation for parameters beyond what was tested
and for sandwich configuration that are much different in terms of materials of construction.
3.2 DAMAGE TOLERANCE.
The composite sandwich and impact parameters were the same as for the damage resistance
response surfaces (see table 3-1). hi this case, the response surfaces for the residual compression
strength, as measured in a CAI test, were developed and described in detail in reference 7.
Similarly to reference 4, a 3"^ fiactional factorial DOE approach [12] has been employed to
examine the nonlinear interaction effects between relevant sandwich panel design parameters
and their influence on the CAI residual strength, Nyy, associated with a given impact event. To
isolate the coupled effects of material system and layup parameters (i.e., number of facesheet
plies, Xi; core density, X2; and core thickness, X3) on the damage tolerance characteristics of
sandwich composite panels, the impact energy (A4= 120.0 in-lbs), impactor diameter
(Xs = 3.0 in.), and impact velocity (Xe = 96.30 in/s) were held fixed in this examination. The
regression coefficients of the response surface, characterized in terms of natural values of
independent variables, are given as
N^y =-2159 + 97.56-^,+894.7 •X2 +1554-X3
...+1.441-X,'- 84.56-Xj' -1887X3'
18.36-X, X,+589.4-X, X, + 11.35-X, X
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(lbs/in)

The response surfaces equation may be used to assess which combinations of sandwich
configurations lead to the minimum (or maximum) degradation in CAI residual strength for the
specified impact. These may be used m conjunction with the respome surface predictions of the
planar damage area and residual facesheet indentation developed [4] to help assess the loss of
CAI strength ^sociated with damage of various sizes and types. The potential exists to identify
sandwich panel configurations that have relatively high levels of CAI residual strength over a
range of unpact events. This is important since large-scale internal damage (e.g., core crushing)
may not necessarily be accompanied by visibly detectable damage. Of course, the compressive
failure mechamsms (facesheet fiacture, facesheet dimple propagation, etc.) and residual strength
are likely influenced by whether or not partial facesheet penetration occure; the nature and
seventy of the local damage also may be drastically different for the two cases. This is of
particular concern for those impacts involving smaller diameter impactors, increased impact
energy, and/or thinner facesheets. Quadratic response surfaces may have difficulty predicting
the CAI strength for test panel configurations exhibiting a bifurcation between failure modes
over the range of input parameters comidered.
Figure 3-2 summarizes the influence of the number of facesheet plies (Xi), core density (X2) and
core thickness (Xs) on the estimate of CAI residual strength. In each of the response surface
plote contained in this report, flie bounds of the sphere of coded radius, r = ^,is denoted by an
mscnbed dashed circle. Strictiy speaking, discussion of regression data falling outside the
boun<b of this sphere would correspond to an extrapolation of the response surface results
Figures 3-2(a), 3-2(b), and 3-2(c) show the CAI residual strength m a fimction of core density
and core thickness for the two-, four-, and six-ply facesheet configurations, respectively A
comparison of the three figures reveals that the predicted strength increases substantially as the
number of facesheet plies is increased. It is clear firom figure 3-2(a) that for sandwich panels
wife the mmrnium number of facesheet plies (X, = 2 plies), flie CAI strength generally increases
with mcreasmg core density, X2. The CAI strengtti is a relative maximum in the vicinity of the
maxunum core density (^2= 3.01b/ft^) and midrange core thickness (^3= 3/4 in) The
nummum strength occurs in the vicinity ofXa = 3.0 lb/ft' andXj = 3/4 in. The relatively reduced
penetration resistance associated witii flie two-ply facesheet configuration likely results in more
localized damage development for a given impact event, particularly as the core density is
decreased. Note that as the number of facesheet plies is increased to its midrange value
(Xi-4plies), the magnitude of tiie peak CAI strengtti and its location m the space of
mdependent variables change (figure 3-2(b)). The estimated CAI strength tends to increase
rapidly with mcreasmg core thickness and is less sensitive to the density of tiie core.
For the relatively blunt object impacts considered here, enhanced penetration resistance
associated with an mcrease in ttie number of facesheet plies often results in CAI failure processes
characterized by facesheet dimple propagation across tiie width of the test q)ecimen [3] The
applied load level (e.g., strength) at which this process initiates apparently is influenced by core
thickness (e.g., mcreasing the core thickness may provide enhanced bending rigidity that serves
to delay the onset of facesheet dimple propagation). The peak predicted CAI strengtti occurs in
ttie vionity of X2 = 6.0 Ib/ft^ and X, = 9/8 in.; ttie strengfli is a relative minimum for X2 =
3.0 Ib/fr andXj = 3/8 m., corresponding to ttie extreme ranges of the tested values.
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Figure 3-2(c) shows that for sandwich panels with six-ply facesheet configurations {Xi = 6 plies),
the estimated CAI strength increases significantly with incre^ing core thickness and is fairly
insensitive to core density. There is likely a competition between enhanced penetration
resistance and improved bending stifihess associated with changes in independent variables that
govern the damage development and residual strength.
Figure 3-3 contains a comparison of the response surface predictions of the TTU C-scan
diameter from reference 4 to the response surface predictiom of CAI residual strength developed
in this examination. For illustration purposes, the CAI residual strength of each damaged panel
was normalized by the CAI residual strength of an undamaged (virgin) panel of identical
facesheet configuration prior to determination of the regression coefficients, A comparison of
figures 3-3(a), 3-3(b), and 3-3(c) to figures 3-3(d), 3-3(e), and 3-3(1), respectively, suggests that
with the exception of the two-ply facesheet configuration (figures 3-3(a) and 3-3(d)), tiie
predicted normalized CAI residual strength is generally inversely proportional to tiie size of the
planar damage area, D, for the given impact. This is comistent with tiie observations of
Tomblin, et al. [6].
Lacy, et al. [4] noted that the reduced penetration resistance associated with the two-ply
facesheet configurations likely results in a decrease in the planar size of tiie internal damage for a
given impact event. There may be, however, appreciably more localized facesheet damage (ply
fiacture, fiber breaks, mahix cracks, etc.) that reduces tiie facesheet load transfer across tfie
impact site. The loss of load carrymg capability of tiie facesheet coupled with tiie reduced
bending stiffiiess Msociated witii the two-ply facesheet configuration may result in a bifiircation
between compressive failure modes (i.e., facesheet fiacture may occur rather tiian progressive
facesheet dunple propagation). Hence, there may be no clear correlation between tiie measured
TTU C-scan diameter and residual strength for impacts involving partial facesheet penetration.
Clearly, the IKC of continuous fimction respome surfaces to predict residual strength should be
used with extreme caution over ranges of independent variables where a potential bifurcation
between failure modes may result in an apparent step discontinuity in tiie actual residual
strengtti, particularly for tiiose impacts involving smaller diameter unpactors, mcreasing impact
ener^, and/or thinner facesheets. This may explain why tiie disparity between flie me^ured and
'predicted CAI residual strengths was the greatest for sandwich composites witii two-ply
facesheet configuration. Sunilar to the results shown in figure 3-2, tiie estimated residual
strength for tiie four- and six-ply facesheet configuration may increase significantly with
increasing core tfiickness. A comparison of figures 3-3(d), 3-3(e), and 3-3(f) suggests tiiat tiie
given impact can result in residual strength values that range between roughly 50% and 90% of
tiie virgin panel strength for a given facesheet configuration. Similar response surfaces may
allow manufacturers to estimate the peak degradation in CAI residual strength for a given ctes
of impact (i.e., estabhsh conservative knockdovra factors to the virgin panel strengtii).
In a second study, tfie isolated effects of tiie number of facesheet plies {Xi), impact energy (X4),
and impactor diameter (X5) on the damage tolerance characteristics of sandwich composite
panels are investigated using tiie Box-Behnken experimental design. Lacy, et al. [4] conducted a
similar study investigating the influence of these parameters on the damage resistance
characteristics of sandwich composites for the same set of test specimens considered here. The
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core density {Xj = 3.0 Ib/ft^), core thickness {X^, = 3/4 in.), and impact velocity (Xg = 96.3 in/s)
were held fixed.
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An estimate of the CAI residual strength from the regression analysis expressed in terms of
natural values of the independent variables is
jy-^ =-2537 +1238 •X,+4.176-Z^H-1286-Zj
...-33.50Xf+ 0.033X1-177.1X5'

(lbs/in)

...-3M4X^X,-mjSX,X,-2.416-X,X,
Similar to the previous results, response surface estimates of the CAI residual strength suggest
that increasing the number of facesheet plies results in the greatest improvement in the damage
tolerance properties. For Ihe cases where facesheet penetration w^ likely not a concern (e.g.,
four- and six-ply facesheets), an increase in the impact energy generally resulted in a decrease in
the CAI residual strength; at higher impact energy levels, the estimated strength decreased
somewhat with increasing impactor diameter. Impact diameter is not a viable parameter to draw
response surfaces for the degradation in residual strength because different failure modes are
present within the space of experimental parameters.
In the final study in this examination, the isolated effects of the number of facesheet plies (Xi),
impact energy (X^), and impact velocity (Xg) on the damage tolerance characteristics of sandwich
composite panels are investigated using the Box-Behnken experimental design. Different impact
velocities leading to a specified value of impact energy were obtained by varying the impactor
mass and drop height during the impact testing. This effort aims to help clarify the influence of
dynamic effects on the damage tolerance properties of the given sandwich composites over a
range of relatively low velocity impacts. The core density (X2 = 3.0 Ib/tf), core thickness
(X3 = 3/4 in), and impactor diameter (X5 = 3.0 in) were held fixed.
Following the procedure outlined earlier, statistically reliable, second-order response surfaces
were generated that characterize the CAI residual strength as a continuous fimction of the
number of facesheet plies, impact energy, and unpact velocity. An estimate of the CAI residual
strength fix»m the regression analysis in terms of natural values of the independent variables is.
I.e.
JV^ =-1740 + 853.0-X,-39.86 ■X, +77.83-Xg
...-24.42 • Xf + 0.1710 • X| - 0.4127 • X^

(lbs/in)

... -1.984 • X, • X, - 0.3231 • X, • X^ + 0.0232 - X, ■ X^

In the final part of this investigation there was a lack of correlation between regression results
and experimental observation for sandwich panels with two-ply facesheets. This suggests that
quadratic response surfaces have difficulty predicting the CAI strength for those test panels
where facesheet penetration and/or bifiircation between failure modes are a concern. Similar to
the previous results, response surface estimates of the CAI residual strength shows that
mcreasmg the number of facesheet plies results m a significant improvement in the damage
tolerance properties. Regression results suggest that damage development and the CAI strength
are somewhat sensitive to the velocity of the impactor; midrange values of impact velocity
resulted in strength estimates that were a relative maximum. Hence, accurate characterization of
expected impact scenarios should be an important part of the development of a damage tolerance
plan for sandwich composites.
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4. NONDISTRUCTIVE INSPECTION AND OUANTIFTCATION OF IMPACT DAMAGE
USING FIELD INSPECTION TECHNIQUES CFITsl
Because the implementation of an effective damage tolerance program dictates continual
monitoring of airframe structures in service, it would be desirable to use NDI methods, which
would enable in situ delineation of damage states in sandwich airframe structures. Some of the
inspection techniques used in service are the manual tap test (coin tap test), automated
(instrumented) tap hammer, mechanical impedance analysis (MIA), etc. In these investigations,
the effectiveness of different FITs was appraised by comparing the damage size predicted by
these techniques with that of the TTU C-scan (the damage size measured by TTU C-scan was
found to correlate well with the underlying core damage for honeycomb cores [3]). For foam
core sandwiches, the MIA was found to be more effective than TTU C-scan and, hence, was
used as a baseline. The details of the TTU C-Scan equipment, calibration standards and damage
quantification procedures can be found in reference 3. The damage delineation using FITs was
conducted at Sandia National Laboratories. The FITs med are the manual impact tap hammer,
the instrumented tap tester, and the MIA. The tappmg methods are routinely used by airline
repair depots, while the MIA is used by some aurlines. All the FITs have been endowed by the
SAE's Commercial Aircraft Composite Repaur Committee. The details of these techniques are
summarized in the following sections.
4.1 TAP TESTING.
Tap testing can be classified into mechanical tap testing and acoustical tap testing. The
mechanical tap testing involves the analysis of the mechanical response of the structure subjected
to a localized excitation. The acoustical tap test relies on the analysis of the characteristic
resonant sound emanating firom the location of the tap. The localized excitation in both cases is
typically provided by a light impact using a spherical-nosed impactor, with energy levels low
enough to preclude any damage during the inspection iteelf The tapping was accompUshed
manually or by using a sophisticated hand-held instrument where the impactor is driven by a
solenoid mechanism.
hi the mechanical tap testing, the impact (tap) force is measured using an accelerometer mounted
behmd the impactor. The magnitude of die force and impact duration will depend on the
comtitutive properties of the sandwich componente, impact energy, and impactor properties.
The duration of impact (period) has been reported to be rather insensitive to the magnitude of the
peak unpact force, for sandwich panels [10], which ensures repeatability. However, the impact
duration will be significantly altered when the local stiflfiiess of the sandwich stracture is reduced
due to the presence of damage. This change in impact duration is used to identify damage in
sandwich structures. In the present investigation, Mitsui Woodpecker Automated tap tester [13],
illustrated in figure 4-1, was used for identifymg tiie unpact damage in sandwich panel.
In the acoustical tap testing, tiie characteristic resonant sound emanating fi-om the tap test is
analyzed by flie human ear. The audible resonant sound will depend on the sandwich local
impedance and tap mass/hammer characteristics. The damaged region is characterized by a dull
(dead) sound, which can be attributed to the decreased participation of the higher frequency
modes. The manual tap test hammer (Airbus design) is shown in figure 4-2.
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FIGURE 4-1. MITSUI WOODPECKER AUTOMATED TAP TESTER

FIGURE 4-2. MANUAL IMPACT HAMMER (AIRBUS DESIGN)
4.2 MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE ANALYSIS [141.
In this method, the stiffness of the structure in contact with a probe tip is measured. The
mechanical impedance (stiffness) of the structure is a fimction of the constitutive properties of
the sandwich components. This method has been popularly used for identifying flaws in
adhesive bonds. The presence of facesheet or core damage will reduce the mechanical
4-2

impedance of the sandwich stracture and can result in a ph^e or amplitude change to the
displayed signal, depending on the frequency of the probe. The probe consists of two
piezoelectric crystals with the driver positioned behind the receiver within the same holder. The
driver converts electrical energy into sonic vibrations; the receiver, in direct contact with the test
surface, converts the modified vibratiom into electrical signals for processing by the instrmnent.
The V95 low-fi«quency bond tester is illustrated in figure 4-3.

FIGURE 4-3. V-95 BOND TESTER USED FOR MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE ANALYSIS
4.3 EVALUATION OF FITs FOR IMPACT DAMAGE DETECTION.
The effectiveness of using the aforementioned FITs for detection and quantification of impact
damage in honeycomb and foam core sandwich panels was investigated for different sandwich
configurations. The varioiK sandwich configurations v^ere impacted with impactor diametera of
1.00", 2.00", and 3.00" with different impact energy levels. The honeycomb sandwich panels
were then subjected to nondestructive inspection using TTU C-scan to obtain tiie planar damage
diameter (2RdaiMge)c-scan. The maximum residual indentation depth w^ also measured for all the
sandwich configuratiom. The impact damage in foam core sandwich panels, however, could not
be quantified using TTU C-scan due to practical limitations posed by the high attenuation
property of the foam cores. The V-95 mechanical impedance analysis was used to generate
baseline damage size for foam core sandwich panels.
The planar damage diametere obtained fi-om the FITs were compared with that of the TTU Cscan data. The damage diameter obtained by TTU C-scan [(2Rdamage)c-scJ was used m the
baseline for comparison for honeycomb core sandwich panels, while the damage diameter
obtained by V-95 Bondcheck (MIA), [(2Rda„age)v-95], was used for foam core sandwich panels,
hi addition, the MAUS C-scan apparatus was used in tiie MIA mode for foam core sandwich
4-3

panels. This system adds the scanning capabihty to the MIA mode and eliminates the need to
inspect the panels at discrete locations. Further, the damage diameters obtained by the FITs were
normalized by their respective baseline damage diameters.
4.3.1 Honeycomb Core Sandwich Panels.
The effects of facesheet thickness on the detection capability of FITs were analyzed by
comparing the average of all the normalized planar damage sizes for each facesheet type. The
results are summarized and plotted as a function of the number of (90/45) ply groups in the
facesheets in figure 4-4. The error bars in tnfc figure correspond to one standard deviation about
the respective mean value. From the figwe, it can be observed that the FITs perform better with
thinner facesheets. However, relatively higher scatter was observed for thirmer facesheets. As
the facesheets get thicker, the contribution of the core to the local stifftiess (flexural) decreases,
especially at the edge of the damage region. Thus, the facesheet tends to mask the core damage
underneath, reducing the effectiveness of FITs, which rely on either the mechanical or the
acoustical impedance of the sandwich panel. These trends are consistent with the observations
of Georgeson, et al. [15] who used an electronic tap hammer for damage assessment.
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4.3.2 Foam Core Sandwich Panels.
Similar to the honeycomb core sandwich panels, the foam core sandwich panels were impacted
with different combinations of impact energies and impactor diametere. Unlike the honeycomb
core sandwich panels, a baseline damage size could not be obtained using TTU C-scan due to the
high acoiwtical impedance of the foam cores. Therefore, one of the FITs was used as the
bMeline damage detection method. In this study, the V-95 Bondcheck (MIA) method was med
as the baseline method since it was the only method able to detect damage in all the specimens
that were impacted. In addition to the FITs described for honeycomb core sandwich panels,
MAUS C-scan w^ also used to detect damage in the foam core sandwich panels. This method
w^, however, used in the MIA mode rather dian the through-transmission (TT) mode and w^
used as verification for the V-95 Bondcheck data.
The effects of facesheet thickness on the detection capability of FITs were analyzed by
comparing the average of all the normalized planar damage sizes for each f^esheet type. The
results are summarized and plotted as a function of the number of (90/45) ply groups in the
facesheete in figure 4-5. The error bare shown in the same figure correspond to one standard
deviation about ttie respective mean value. Unlike in the case of honeycomb core sandwich
panels, the Mitsui Woodpecker performs comparatively poorly with respect to the manual
(acomtic) tap teste, especially as the facesheet gets thicker. This implies that the acoustic
impedance of foam core sandwich panels is relatively more sensitive to impact damage.
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5. ANALYSIS.
A low-velocity impact on a sandwich panel usually produces a small permanent indentation on
the facesheet with local core crashing beneath the impacted site. For blunt objects, the damage
may not be visible but internal crushing of the core may occur. In some cases, delaminations,
fiber breakage, and matrix cracks can also occur, as shown in figure 5-1.
^
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FIGURE 5-1. COMPOSITE SANDWICH PANEL WITH LOW-VELOCITY IMPACT
DAMAGE
Based on the examination of impacted specimens and the observations m the unidirectional CAI
tests, two analytical models were adopted to predict the damage propagation and failure of
impacted sandwich panels under compression. The firet model is an analytical model involving
the solution of two sets of coupled partial differential equations. The second is a nonlinear finite
element model. Two finite element models were constructed, one at University of Maryland
using ANSYS [16] and one at Wichita State University using ABAQUS [17]. A test panel
impacted with a blunt object, at a low energy level, w^ analyzed using both techniques. For a
panel impacted witii a sharp object, a comervative residual strength estimate is obtained by
^suming a reduced facesheet stiflfhess or the existence of an open hole the size of the impactor
diameter at the impacted site. The numerical results obtained by both models are compared to
experimental data fi-om reference 3 for panel response and residual strength.
5.1 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES.
5.1.1 ABACUS Model.
Three-dimensional (3D) material and geometric nonlinear finite element models were developed
that contain explicit representations of facesheet and core and account for the presence of
damage. Large-scale, nonlinear numerical analyses investigating the effects of initial damage
states, panel size, boundary conditions, and other relevant factore on the CAI damage tolerance
characteristics of sandwich composites have been conducted using the nonlinear finite element
code ABAQUS [17]. The finite element models were refined to account for material
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nonlinearity associated with core crushing, large elastic facesheet deformations, as well as
reduced facesheet moduli in the impact region. Figure 5-2 contains a plan view schematic of a
typical idealized impact-damaged sandwich composite of rectangular dimensions, 2a x 2b. From
symmetry, only one-fourth of a given sandwich panel need be considered in a nimierical
simulation. As indicated in figure 5-2, a Cartesian coordinate system was adopted so that the x-y
plane corresponds to the mid-plane of the impacted facesheet with the z axis passing through the
center of the impact site. The y axis corresponds to the direction of the CAI loading and also
defines the core ribbon direction. It is assumed that for the given facesheet configurations, the
planar regions containing damage of various types are circular in character. In figure 5-2, the
radius, Ri, defines the region with a measurable residual facesheet indentation. The radius, Rf,
defines the region where the effective elastic properties of the facesheet maybe degraded due to
the presence of impact damage (e.g., fiber breaks, matrix cracks, etc.); the degree of property
degradation is highly dependent on the severity of the facesheet damage. The effective ply
properties are generally expressed in terms of a fi-action of the virgin ply properties. The radius,
Re, defines the region where the underlying core material was crushed due to impact. Consistent
with reference 5, it is assumed that localized facesheet damage may extend beyond the region
with a residual facesheet indentation and that facesheet damage will not occur beyond the
undamaged core (i.e., Ri <Rf <Rc).
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Figure 5-3 contams a schematic of a section cut taken in the x-z plane through a representative
impact-damaged sandwich specimen. From the figure, 5/ is the peak through-the-thickness depth
of the residual facesheet indentation. 5c is the peak depth ^sociated with core cell wall buckling
and/or fiacture. hi general, §/ # 5c since the facesheet may rebound significantly after impact.
Destructive sectioning performed by Tomblin, et al. [3] suggests that the ratio, BJtc, generally
falls m the range 0.20-0.40, where tc is the undamaged core thickness. Note that standard NDI
techniques may be used to determine the residual facesheet indentation profile (e.g., 8/, Rj) as
well as the planar dimension of the cn^hed core. Re, whereas destractive sectioning is required
to determine the peak core crush depth, 5^. Given the experimentally determined peak residual
facesheet indentation, 6/, and the radius, Rj, the residual facesheet indentation profile may be
approximated as a fimction of radial distance fi-om the center of the impact region using a cubic
polynomial. A sunilar relation may be used to define the profile of the crushed core given 5c and
Re, if 5c is either known or estimated. For tiie sandwich panels considered in this study, there
was no evidence of large-scale ply delaminations or disbonds between facmg and core [3];
hence, a perfect interface was ^sumed to exist between comtituent layere. Table 5-1 contains a
summary of the geometric parametere necessary to define a typical finite element model.
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FIGURE 5-3. IMPACT-DAMAGED REGION
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Damaged
core

TABLE 5-1. REQUIRED GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS FOR FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
Facesheet:

2a, 2b, tf, Ri, R/, 5/

Core:

2a,2b,t„R„^]

*Must be estimated or determined from destructive sectioning.

The facesheets were considered as an elastic continuum with an equivalent inclusion idealization
used to simulate the bulk effect of localized facesheet damage. The primary source of material
nonlinearity is associated with inelastic deformation of the Nomex core. Figure 5-4 shows the
idealized through-thickness (average) compressive stress-strain response for initially undamaged
and impact-damaged cores, respectively. The initially undamaged through-the-thickness
compressive stress-strain curve generally can be divided into three distinct regions (cf, figure 54(a): (1) a linearly elastic region until the stress reaches the ultimate stress, c„/,, and e„ is the
strain at the ultimate stress; (2) a region corresponding to progressive crushing at nearly constant
stress level, a«™; and (3) a region of rapidly increasing stress with further deformation [18]. hi
figure 5-4(a), Zcomp is the strain at which core consolidation/compaction occurs. The undamaged
core material properties used in this study were obtained from flat platen compressive testing
performed by Tomblin, et al. [3].
Note that once the honeycomb core is crushed due to impact, the ensuing constitutive response
may be distinct from that shown in figure 5-4(a). Figure 5-4(b) shows a schematic of the
idealized through-the-thickness (average) compressive stress-strain response for Nomex
honeycomb core with previous impact damage. Impact-damaged honeycomb cores subjected to
uniaxial through-the-thickness compression may display nearly perfectly-plastic material
behavior in bulk as suggested by region 3 in figure 5-4(b). To ensure numerical stability of the
finite element solution, however, the initial slope of the stress-strain response may be given by
(To/eo, where a^ is some small fraction of the crush stress, <sCRUSH- Once the average (through-thethickness) strain reaches a certain value, e^, the apparent stiffness of the core may increase, £" =
CcRum /e'u (region 2 in figure 5-4(b)). The strain at which this transition occurs may be
approximated as
^o-^^"-^

(5-1)

where 6c=dc{x,y) is the peak crush depth from the impact event, di=bi{x,y) is the residual
facesheet indentation, and tc is the undamaged core thickness. Note that the average strain level
at which this transition occurs varies spatially from the center of the impact site (cf, figure 5-3).
The onset of progressive core crushing at constant stress, OCRUSH, occurs when the average strain
reaches a critical value
^^^^^CRUSHf^lL+^^
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FIGURE 5-4. IDEALIZED COMPRESSrVE STRESS-STRAIN CURVE: (a) UNDAMAGED
HONEYCOMB CORE AND (b) IMPACT-DAMAGED HONEYCOMB CORE
The remainder of the stress-strain response is similar to that shown in figure 5-4faV e'„„ = F
IS the stram at which core consolidation occurs. Since the core material response obtained fi-om
flat platen testing [3] represents a spatial average of the point-wise varying stress-strain curve
over the core thickness, tc, the Nomex honeycomb core is considered a smooth varying and
homogenous continuum in this study. Table 5-2 contains a summary of the material parameters
necessary to define a typical finite element model.
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TABLE 5-2. REQUIRED MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR FINITE
ELEMENT MODEL

Facesheet
Core

E\,E2, G\2, G23, G31, V12
Zi,, ^2»-^3' "^12' ^23' ^31 >^12'^23 '^31' ^ult' ^CRUSH

Eight-node, large deformation elastic shell elements are employed to simulate the facesheet.
Twenty-node orthotropic continuum solid elements that implement the appropriate idealized
nonlinear constitutive behavior (cf., figure 5-4) are used to simulate the Nomex honeycomb core.
Since the experimentally determined core response is averaged over the core thickness, tc, a
single finite element through-the-thickness was used in the numerical analysis. In the preceding
discussion, it was assumed that impact damage was primarily limited to the core material and
upper facing. In the presence of large-scale damage involving upper and lower facings and/or
projectile penetration, the aforementioned techniques either cease to be valid or require
substantial modification.
5.1.2 ANSYS Modeling.
The ANSYS [16] modeling was similar to that described for the ABAQUS modeling. Damage
simulation included the incorporation of the residual facesheet indentation, the initially crushed
core, and the delaminations in the facesheet (if there are any). A core crushing mechanism was
also incorporated into the analysis.
The shape of the residual indentation was assumed to be a half of the siuface of an ellipsoid
represented by equation
222

' +/.7H-A7=1
M'
(rV iO
where rx;y;z correspond to Rjx, Rjy, Si, respectively.
representation used in ABAQUS modeling.

(5-3)

This is in contrast to the quadratic

The part of the core that had been crushed in the impact was modeled as a gap between the
facesheet and untouched core by assuming that it is incapable to sustain any load. The shape of
the cutoff was also defined according to the above ellipsoidal equation by substituting rx:y;z with
Rex, Rcy. Sc, respectively.
The determination of the location and geometric features characterizing delaminations is the
most difficult part of the information about existing damage. The data can be obtained through
the destruction of a specimen or specimens with the same damage level or through response
surface formulations as described in section 3.1. According to the study by Kassapoglou [19],
and as observed here, the delamination between the innermost ply and its neighboring layer is
believed to be the biggest and plays the dominant role in the damage propagation for the
sandwich panels with thin facesheets. To reduce the complexity of the model, only the
delamination at this specific location was included in the finite element model. The
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delamination WM modeled as a gap between the two layere and in a shape of an ellipse defined
by
y

■+\ delma)

=1

(5-4)

% delamy)

To prevent the interpenetration of core and facesheet elements, contact elements need to be
defined along the two sides of the delamination. This is different than the ABAQUS model
where no delamination between facesheet plies was assumed.
The core-crashing test reveals the existence of an ultimate strength corresponding to the core cell
buckling. The nonlinear behavior of core material under compression along the thickness
direction is shown in figure 5-5. The incorporation of this highly nonlinear core material
property was accomplished by controlling the solving process in finite elemaat analysis (FEA)
with a macro program written in APDL. Two approaches have been taken to simulate the
additional core crushing when the damage propagates. One uses the core material type change
and the other one uses the technique of element birth and death.
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FIGURE 5-5. NONLINEAR CORE MATERIAL PROPERTIES
In the approach using the core material type change, two bilinear orthotropic materials are
defined for the core elements, following the lines as shown in figure 5-5. Material no. 1 stands
for the core property before tiie core crashing, while material no. 2 stands for the core properties
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after core crashing. A monotonically increasing displacement is applied to one end of the model
as a series of substeps. After each converged substep, the compression stress value in the
thickness direction of all core elements is checked based upon the latest solution. If any core
element has a compressive stress higher than the core-crashing strength, additional core crashing
is assumed to occur at this specific location and the material type for this element is changed
from no. 1 to no. 2. After sweeping over all the core elements in this way, the global stiffhess
matrix is updated and the solving process proceeds to the next displacement step. The above
method circumvents the problem associated with the existence of two possible stress values at
the same point of core-crashing initiation. The preceding process was repeated with increasing
end displacement until a converged solution cannot be reached. The lack of mrmerical
convergence may or may not indicate a stractural failure.
The procedure in the second approach is the same as in the first approach except that, instead of
changing the material type, the core elements with excessive compression stress are effectively
removed by significantly reducing the appropriate values in the element stifftiess matrix. The
global stifftiess is updated thereafter and the procedure continued until the solution fails to
converge.
Although both approaches described above can successfiilly capture the point of the initiation of
the consequential core crashing at the edge of the damage zone that directly leads to the damage
propagation, the one using the element removal is superior in providing a post-core-crashing
behavior similar to that in the CAT tests, as shown by the data comparison of a typical specimen
in figure 5-6. Therefore, it was used in all of the case studies of ANSYS analysis.
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PROPERTIES AND EXPERIMENT
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In the final ANSYS model, layered 8-node solid elements were used for the laminated
facesheets; orthotropic 8-node solid elements were used for the honeycomb core. In addition, if
there were any delaminatiom, point-to-surfece contact elements would be defined along the two
sides of the delamination to prevent the occurrence of penetration.
5.1.3 ABACUS Results and Correlation With Tests.
To establish the capability of FEA modeling to predict structural response and residual strength,
finite element estimates for facesheet strains were compared to experimental results fi-om
Tomblin, et al. [3 and 6]. A semiempirical method was used to estimate residual strength in
which the FEA strains were compared to the one test. The FEA results were then adjusted to
match the experiment by decreeing the elastic properties in the damaged region and simple
scaling. The adjmted FEA was then used to predict residual strength of other similar panels
impacted with the same impactor diameter but different energy level.
FEA modeled a symmetric flat sandwich composite panel ([WMSyCORE/ [45/90]2), comprised
of plain-weave carbon fabric preimpregnated in epoxy resin (NEWPORT NB321/3K70P)
facesheets and Pl^core Nomex honeycomb (PN2-3/16-3.0) core, (Specimen ID: WXC29L; test
section dimensions, -8.0 in x 8.0 in). The core thickness and density were 3/4 in. and 3.0 Ib^tf,
respectively. Prior to CAI testing, the panel w^ subjected to drop-weight normal impact with a
3.0-in. OD spherical steel imp^tor with an impact energy of 250 in-lbf. The test specimen
displayed clear evidence of facesheet damage in the impact region (i.e., facesheet cracks oriented
at ±45° fi-om the x axis as well as evidence of distributed matrix cracking and fiber breaks in the
indentation region). The extent of damage implies a loss of load carrying capability in the center
of the impacted facesheet. NDI techniques (i.e., residual facesheet indentation and TTU C-scan
measurements) were used prior to CAI testing to estabUsh the facesheet indentation profile (e.g.,
5/, Ri) and spread of core damage. Re. After CAI testing, destructive sectioning was performed to
determine the peak core crush depth, 5c.
Figure 5-7 shows a representative schematic of the test specimen used in the anal^is. During
CAI testing, the specimen was clamped along the loading edges (y = ±4.0 in.) and simply
supported along the edges (x= ±4.0 in.). A total of 23 strain gages were positioned on the
impacted and backside facesheets. Seven strain gages were located on the impacted facesheet at
0.5 in. intervals from the center of the impact site along the line y = 0, as shown. Analogom
stram gages were located along the line, y = 0, on the backside facesheet. A series of strain
gages were located on both facesheets just inside the grips along the line, y = 4.0 in. The d^hed
circle (radius. Re = 1.92 in.) in the figure approximates the region with underlying crushed core
based upon TTU C-scan measurements. Tables 5-3 and 5-4 contain a summary of the geometric
parametere and relevant material properties, respectively, used in the FEA.
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TABLE 5-3. GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES FOR FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
(Dimensions shown in inches)
Facesheet
Core

2a
8
2a
8

2b
8
2b
8

tf

Ri

Rf*

0.032

1.356

tc

Re

0.75

1.917

1.625
6.**
0.2605

*Estimated by equation 5-5.
**Detennined from destructive sectioning of similar specimens.
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8/
0.165

TABLE 5-4. MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
El (psi)
El (psi)
E3 (psi)
Gn (psi)
<?13 (psi)
G23 (psi)
V12
Vl3

Facesheet
10.06x10*
10.06x10^
—

0.62x10*
0.6x10*
0.6x10*
0.058
—

V23

—

o«*(psi)

—

t^CTUSH (psi)

—

Core
3.5x10^
3.5x10^
20x10^
50
5.8x10^
20x10^
0.5
1.0x10-'
1.0x10-'
350
150

The test specimen was subjected to monotonically increasing compressive loading up to
the point of catastrophic failure. Consistent with figure 5-2, the radius of the region where the
effective elMtic properties of the facesheet were degraded due to the presence of impact damage
in the finite element anal^is was assumed to be roughly
R. ~3L±^

(5)

Five separate sets of uniform facesheet ply properties were assumed for the equivalent inclusion
locatol at tiie center of the impacted facesheet corresponding to 100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and 0%
of the virgin ply properties, respectively. For the case involving no degradation in ply material
properties, the facesheet is fiilly effective in transferring load across the impact site. The c^e
where no load carrying capability is assumed (i.e., 0% virgin ply properties) arguably simulates a
fac^heet with an open hole.
Strain ^ge data taken along the line, j= 4.0 in., suggests that use of displacement control
boundary conditions in the finite element model was warranted. All four strain gages (nos. 20,
21,22, and 23) in figure 5-7 showed uniform strains. Figures 5-8 to 5-10 show a comparison of
the calculated and experimental nominal far-field stress resultant, Nyy, vereus local facesheet
surfece strain, e^, located at distances 3.5, 2.0, and 1.5 in., respectively, from the center of the
impact site along the line, j = 0. These locations correspond to strain gages nos. 1, 4, and 5,
respectively, in fipire 5-7.
Figure 5-8 shows a comparison between the calculated and experimental nominal far-field sfress
resultant, Nyy, versus local facesheet surface strain, e^, located at a distance of 3.5 in. from the
center of the impact site along die line, y = 0 (sfrain gage no. 1 in figure 5-7). The experimental
stress-strain rcspome was fairly linear until tiie applied far-field load approached the peak failure
lo^ Each of the predictions from finite element models with an equivalent inclusion having
nonzero elastic properties correlated fairly well with the experimental data over the vast majority
of the stress-strain range; the effect of variable inclusion properties was relatively insignificant at
this strain gage location. This demonstrated the capability of tiie FEA to model the overall
5-11

response of the panel. The finite element solution corresponding to the open-hole case (i.e., 0%
virgin ply properties for the equivalent inclusion) provided a linear estimate of the stress-strain
response that appeared to slightly underpredict the actual strains at higher applied stress levels.
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FIGURE 5-8. NOMINAL STRESS VERSUS LOCAL STRAIN (Gage no. 1)
Figure 5-9 shows a comparison between the calculated and experimental nominal far-field stress
resultant, Nyy, versus local facesheet surface strain, e^, located at a distance of 2.0 in. from the
center of the impact site along the line, y = 0 (strain gage no. 4 in figure 5-7). Note that the strain
gage location lies just outside the initial boundary of the crushed core based on TTU C-scan
measurements {Rc= 1.917 in.). As indicated in the figure, the initial experimental response was
somewhat nonlinear over the majority of the stress-strain range with a sharp decrease in the
tangent modulus as the far-field stress approached the failure load. While the first four of the
equivalent inclusion models also predicted a nonlinear response, the finite element simulation
involving an equivalent inclusion with 50% of the virgin ply properties most closely matched the
experimental results over the bulk of the stress-strain range. The finite element solution
corresponding to the open-hole case (i.e., 0% virgin ply properties for the equivalent inclusion)
provided a linear estimate of the stress-strain response that appeared to overpredict the strains at
low to moderate applied stress levels. None of the finite element solutions, however, predicted
the relatively large decrease in the local tangent modulus at the onset of incipient failure. Since
the facesheet constitutive response and core/facing interface was assumed to be linear elastic
throughout the entire CAI loading, the finite element models could not capture additional
nonlinear material behavior associated with progressive fiber breaks,' matrix cracks, and
delamination prior to catastrophic failure. Audible acoustic emissions occurring at higher
applied stress levels during experimental testing [3] suggest that such facesheet damage
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nucleation and growth is a distinct possibility. This may explain the lack of correlation between
the numerical results and experimental observations at the onset of incipient failure.
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FIGURE 5-9. NOMINAL STRESS VERSUS LOCAL STRAIN (Gage no. 4)
Figure 5-10 shows a comparison bet^veen the calculated and experimental nominal far-field
stress resultant, Nyy, versus local facesheet surfece strain, %, located at the center of the impact
site on the backside facesheet (strain gage no. 15 in figure 5-7). While there was no visible
evidence of residual facesheet bulging or other damage to the backside facesheet after impact
under CAJ loading, the measured surface strain at this location tramitioned fi-om initial
compression to tension. Each of the equivalent inclusion models with nonzero stiffiiess was able
to predict the strain revereal in the unimpacted facesheet. These results suggest that the backside
facesheet may play an important role in the failure process (i.e., local hemispherical crippling of
the sandwich panel may be a real concern). Note that sandwich composite models that sunulate
the core material using an elastic or inelastic foundation idealization cannot capture this effect.
Figure 5-11 shows the predicted strain distribution, %, along the line, y = 0, on the impacted
facesheet fi-om numerical analyses involving elastic inclusions with 50% of the virgin ply
properties. The 50% reduction in stiffiiess properties in the damaged area was found to best
match the test data (see figure 5-9). The initial boundary of the crushed core, R^ based upon
TTU C-scan me^urements is denoted in figure 5-11. The locus of points, x < ^, defines the
initial unsupported facesheet ligament where the facesheet receives relatively little m the way of
local reinforcement fi^om the core. As the remote compressive stress is monotonically increased,
tile size of the unsupported hgament generally increased somewhat due to facesheet dimple
formation/progressive core crashing. The calculated strains correlated fairly well with
experimentally observed values for that portion of the unsupported and supported ligament with
no discrete facesheet damage (i.e., x > R^.
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Because the FEA w^ incapable of predicting the residual strengths of the virgin and impacted
panels and because the panels failed by crippling or hy a propagation of out-of-plane buckling,
recourse wm taken to use a semiempirical approach. In this approach, the FEA was calibrated to
the panel WXC 29L test and then med to predict residual strength of other panels tested in
reference 3. If successful, such an approach may reduce the amount of requisite testing and
extend the database to other impact energies and facesheet thicknesses. The calibration was
accomphshed by comparing test and analysis strain at a distance of 2.5 in. from the center of the
panel at y = 0 and at the failure load of the panel of 1350 Ibfin. The 2.5-in. location was chosen
because it had the highest strain readings away fi^om the damaged area with the additional
advantage of having more than one reading. This resulted in increasing the residual strength
prediction by a factor of 4500/3800 = 1.18. The test strain of 4500 jiin/in is an average of the
measured strains at gages 3,8,14, and 18. Thus, to predict residual strength for other test panels,
this factor and tiie 50% reduction in stifSiess properties in the dama^ area was med. Failure is
^sumed when the lipment strain at that location reaches 4800 pin/in.
Three additional symmetric flat sandwich composite panels were CAI tested in reference 3. The
layup configuration for a given sandwich panel was given by [90/45]/CORE/[45/90]f, where 2,- is
the number of plies in a given fecesheet. Table 5-3 describes sandwich panel configurations for
each specimen as well as the impactor diameter and impact energy used in the impact tests. The
impactor diameter (3.0 in.) w^ the same m for the originally modeled specimen. The variables
that are different are facesheet thicknesses and impact energies. A combination of NDI and
destructive sectioning was used to estabhsh mitial conditions for damage for use in finite element
analyses of the given panels. Table 5-5 summarizes the measured damage sizes fi-om
reference 3. Note that several of the test specimens had very shallow residual facesheet
indentation tiiat approached the limite of mechanical measurements. To facilitate convergence
of the numerical solutions for these cases, a peak residual facesheet mdentation equal to 1/2 of
the facesheet stackup thickness was assumed. Finite element estimates of the CAI residual
strength were developed for the additional three sandwich panels in the two tables. Similar to
tile preceding analysis, a 50% reduction in ply properties was assumed for an equivalent
inclusion located at the center of the impacted facesheet. Table 5-6 contaim a summary of the
predicted CAI residual strengths including tiie coirelation factor of 1.18 for each specimen as
well as the experimentally determined values from reference 3. Note that for each specimen, the
numerical calculations generally provided very good estimates of tiie CAI residual strengths for
thinner fecesheet panels and an overestimate for thicker facesheet panel.
TABLE 5-5. SANDWICH PANEL CONFIGURATION AND IMPACT PARAMETERS
Test
1
2
3

Specimen ID
WXCllD
WXC23G
WXC38P

Facesheet
Configuration
[90/451
[90/4512
[90/4513

tc

(in.)
3/4
3/4
3/4
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Impactor Diameter
(in.)
3
3
3

Impact Energy
(Ibf-in)
63.6
63.6
98.4

TABLE 5-6. MEASURED AND PREDICTED RESIDUAL STRENGTHS

4

Inclusion
Ply
Properties

(in.)

(in.)

(in.)

(%)

Predicted
Residual
Strength
(Ibf/in)

Experimental
Residual
Strength
(Ibf/in)

Test

(in.)

Rf*
(in.)

1

0.625

0.625

1.0

0.0145

0.2445

50

980

945

2

0.375*

0.375

1.125

0.016*

0.178

50

2050

2024

3

0.5*

0.5

1.125

0.024*

0.188

50

3010

2453

Ri

Re

* Assumed value.

This study suggests that finite element analyses have the potential to provide semiempirical
estimates of residual strength for impact-damaged sandwich composites provided that the initial
damage configuration can be determined via standard NDI techniques and the virgin panel
failure behavior is well imderstood. Nonetheless, one should proceed with extreme caution when
attempting to estimate sandwich composite residual strengths based solely on numerical
analyses. Tomblin, et al. [3 and 6] demonstrated that there is a tremendous degree of scatter in
the experimentally observed residual strengths for sandwich panels with similar levels of impact
damage based upon nondestructive inspection, particularly for impacts involving sharper
impactors. The onset of damage progression and failure may be highly sensitive to the details of
the local damage distribution and residual stress field; such influences are difficult to address
using the effective continuum approach adopted here.
5.1.4 ANSYS Results and Correlation With Tests.
The ANSYS FEA was performed for the same panel as the ABAQUS FEA described in section
5.3. The input data was slightiy different and is shown in tables 5-7 and 5-8. Although in this
analysis the damage zone can be modeled as an ellipse, a circle was assumed because it matched
the test data.
TABLE 5-7. GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES FOR ANSYS FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
(Dimensions shown in inches)
Facesheet
Core

la

lb

8
la

10

tf
0.032

lb

tc

8

10

0.75

♦Determined from destructive sectioning.
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Ri

Rf

1.5
Re
1.95

6c*
0.244

5/
0.135

TABLE 5-8. MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
Facesheet

Core

El (psi)

10.06x10*

4.5

^2 (psi)

10.06x10*
1.17x10*

4.5

£3 (psi)
G12 (psi)

0.62x10^

20x10^
33.56

<?i3(psi)

0.6x10*

5.8x10^

G23(psi)
V12
Vl3

0.6x10*
0.058
0.32

20x10^
0.6

V23

0.32

<Suit (psi)

—

3.0x10-^
350

t^CRVSH (psi)

—

150

3.0x10-^

In the ANSYS model, instead of reducing the facesheet stiffiiess properties to obtain a better
correlation with analysis, the core-crushing strength was varied fiom 350 to 150 psi. Also, the
damaged portion of the core was permitted to grow once the assumed ultimate stress level was
reached. Note that in figure 5-5, the 350 psi is equal to the crushing strength for a virgin core,
while the 150 psi is the core strength after the core crushing initiates.
The far-field stress is plotted against local straim % at three strain gage locations, and the FEA
results are compared with experimental data m figures 5-12 to 5-14. The locations are the same
as indicated in figure 5-7. The comparison shows excellent correlation when 150 psi is used as
the ultimate core-crushing strength. This suggests that the real core damage region is probably
much bigger than the one shown in the C-scan picture for the damage level in this case because
the damage was inflicted by a big tup (3" in diameter) at a relatively high-impact energv level
(250 in-lbf).
From figures 5-12 and 5-13, the knee point corresponds to the moment that the core damage
propagation reaches the specific strain gage location. The apparent sudden softening at that
point, shown on tiie curve is directly due to die local core crushing beneath that location. Both
the experimental data and numerical analysis support this. This point could be treated as an
indication of the initiation of damage propagation. The far-field stress corresponding to the knee
pomt on tiie stress-strain curve of the location fiirthest fix)m the initial damage could be used as
the residual strengfli of the panel because the catastrophic failure would soon follow according to
the observation in tiie stram response of gage no. 3, see figure 5-13. This is confirmed by strain
gage no. 4, which is closer to the damage (see figure 5-13). Here, there is gradual nonlinear
response starting at about 15 ksi and continuing until failure at 20 ksi. Note that tiie far-field
strain response in figure 5-14 (gage no. 13) does not have the etotic-plastic behavior.
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FIGURE 5-14. FAR-FIELD STRESS VERSUS LOCAL STRAINS FOR GAGE NO. 13
LOCATION
As introduced before, the element birth and death is used to simulate the additional core
crushing. Figures 5-15 and 5-16 show the diflferences of resulte on structure deformation and
stress contour, especially in the vicinity of the damage zone, with and without ming this
technology in analysis.
-
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FIGURE 5-15. ANSYS MODEL INCLUDING PROPAGATION OF CORE CRUSHING
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FIGURE 5-16. ANSYS MODEL WITHOUT PROPAGATION OF CORE CRUSHING
Due to the existence of a large damage, a small bulge in the middle of the backside facesheet of
the panel could be observed in FEA. This phenomenon is in agreement with the observation in
the experimentation and the ABAQUS analysis.
5.2 ANALYTICAL MODEL.
Based on experimental observations, an analytical model was proposed and applied to the
damage propagation behavior of low-velocity impacted sandwich panels imder compression.
This model was first proposed by Minguet [8]. Thereafter, it was adopted and modified by
Tsang [20] and by Moody [21] and [22]. One limitation of all their models was that it was
restricted to symmetrical cross-ply facesheets. Further modifications have been made to expand
the application of the model to the unsymmetrical angle-ply facesheets. The modified model
also allows for propagation of the core-crushing region fi-om the edge of the initial damage zone.
5.2.1 Basic Assumptions.
The facesheet of the impacted sandwich panel is modeled as a composite laminate with an initial
deflection in shape and partially supported by an elastic fovmdation, residing in a compressive
field. A nonlinear theory of asymmetrically laminated anisotropic elastic plates is then applied
[23]. A standard x, y, z Lagrangian coordinate system, as shovrai in figure 5-17, is adopted in
deriving the equations. The following basic assumptions are made:
•

The backside facesheet has no influence on the damage propagation of the impacted
facesheet. Only the damaged facesheet is necessary to be considered in the model.
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The facesheets of the sandwich structure are thin, i.e., the thickness is much smaller than
the length and width.
The facesheet has coiKtant thickness.
The in-plane displacements u and v are small compared to the plate thickness. This may
not be the c^e with the out-of-plane deflection w.
Tangential displacements u and v are linear with respect to the z coordinate.
Transverse shear straim e^ and e^ are negligible, i.e., the KirchhofFs theory still holds.
The tramverae normal strain e^ is negligible.
There are no body forces.
Each ply is linearly etetic.
The in-plane stiffiiess of honeycomb core is negligible compared with the out-of-plane
stifihess and the shear stifl&iess between the z coordinate and the x, y coordinates.

y.v

X, u

FIGURE 5-17. COORDINATE SYSTEM OF THE IMPACTED PANEL
5.2.2 Model Input and Output Parameters.
The solution of this problem depends on following 44 input parameters. They are divided into
four categories.
1.

Panel global geometric parameters (3):
a ~ panel dimension in the x direction
b ~ panel dimension in the y direction
t ~ facesheet thickness
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2.

Damage geometric parameters (6):
Indentation:
zO : center depth of the residual indentation
rdentx : radius of the residual indentation in the x direction
rdenty : radius of the residual indentation in the y direction
Initial crushed core region:
cdO : maximum depth of the crushed core region
rcrushx : radius of the crushed core in the x direction
rcnishy: radius of the crushed core in the y direction

3.

Material properties (25):
Facesheet:
a'y: 6 unique components of matrix ^4' = A~^;
b*j: 9 unique components of matrix

B'

= -A'^B;.

d*j : 6 unique components of matrix
Elastic foxmdation (Core):

D'

= D — BA'^B.

kzz : out-of-plane stiffness of the intact core
kxz : shear stiffness in xz plane of the intact core
kyz : shear stiffness in yz plane of the intact core
cult: ultimate stress of the intact core
4.

Implementation parameters in solving process (10):
modesx: number of modes in the x direction
modesy: number of modes in the y direction
maxdiv: maximimi number of diverging iterations allowed for convergence
maxiter : maximum number of iterations allowed for convergence
maxer : maximum convergence error
syymax : maximum far-field stress in the y direction
delmin : minimum far-field stress increase allowed
syymin : initial far-field stress
delsyy : initial far-field stress increase
urf: under-relaxation-factor
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The basic output values include (3 sets):
•
•
•

Zij ~ modal amplitudes for the initial panel indentetion
Wij ~ modal amplitudes for the out-of-plane deflection at a specific far-field stress level
fmn~ modal amplitudes for the airy stress function at a specific far-field stress level

where i = 1,3,..., (2*modesx-l); / = 1,3,..., (2*modesy-l);
and m = 0,2,..., 2*(modesx-l); n = 0,2,..., 2*(modesy-l).
The deflection, stress components, and strain components at any point on the facesheet can be
derived from the above three sets of basic outputs.
5.2.3 Model Derivation.
The process adopted to derive the following equations is similar to what Moody used in his
previous woric [16]. Several modifications have been made.
1.

The application of the model has been extended from the c^es with cross-ply facesheet
only to tiiose with asymmetrical angle-ply facesheets.

2.

Due to the difficulty in parameter characterization, the stiffiiess degradation used in
Moody's model is not included here.

3.

For the clarity in matiiematics, the principle of virtual work is used here to derive the
equilibrium equations instead of the minimization of the total potential energy.

4.

The additional core crushing is considered in this model to simulate the damage
propagation. The nonlinear equatiom for the amended model are m [24].

5.2.4 Correlation With Experimental Results.
The same CAI test tiiat was med for FEA analysis was used to evaluate analytical model results,
see section 5.1.3. The input data umd in the analysis are displayed in table 5-9.
The comparison between analysis and test is shown by far-field stress versus local strain curves
at four gage locations. Figures 5-18 and 5-19 are strain responses in flie vicinity of tiie damage
where die local strain values are elevated because of the effects from the large damage zone in
this case, hiitial response in botii locatiom is excellent at low far-field stresses, but the final
failure is predicted much lower, particularly in terms of strain. The predictions for far-field
strams are much better, as shown in figures 5-20 and 5-21. The analysis mdicates no additional
core crashing in this case because of the numerical divergence of the program at a relatively low
far-field stress value. This is due to the hi^ damage level in this c^e. The failure stress tiiat
was predicted is 17 ksi, which is 15% lower than test.
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TABLE 5-9. INPUT DATA
Variables
a

Value
8

Unit
in.

Variables

Value
0.0

Unit
in.

b

10

in.

bi

3.0782e-3

in.

t

0.032

in.

dn

21.1322

psi-in^

zO

-0.135

in.

dn

8.0714

psi-in^

rdentx

1.5

in.

du

0.0

psi-in^

rdenty

1.5

in.

dn

21.1322

psi-in^

cdO

0.244

in.

0.0

psi-in^

rcrushx

1.95

in.

4
4

6.5309

psi-in^

rcrushy

1.95

in.

kzz

85000

psi-in

«n

4.3648e-6

(psi-in)"'

kxz

0

psi-in

<

-1.4427e-6

(psi-in)"'

kyz

0

psi-in

aU

0.0

(psi-in)"'

cult

350

psi

a\.

4.3648e-6

(psi-in)"'

modesx

30

-

0.0

(psi-in)"'

modesy

30

-

1.1615e-5

(psi-in)"'

maxdiv

10

-

-1.5391e-3

in.

maxiter

200

-

1.5391e-3

in.

maxer

0.005

-

bl

0.0

in.

syymax

-le5

psi

bn

1.5391e-3

in.

delmin

-le3

psi

b\i

-1.5391e-3

in.

syymin

-10

psi

b\.

0.0

in.

delsyy

-le-3

psi

b'.

0.0

in.

urf

1

-

«26

<

bn
bu

^

^;
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5.3 COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL AND FEA METHODS.
In this study, ph^ically motivated numerical models have been developed for predicting the
rraidual strength of impact-damaged sandwich composites comprised of woven fabric
carison/epoxy facesheets and Nomex honeycomb cores subjected to loading. Results from
nondestructive inspection and destractive sectiomng of damaged sandwich panels were used to
establish initial conditioiw for damage (residual facesheet indentation, core cnmh dimemions,
etc.) in the numerical analyses. Honeycomb core crush test results were used to establish the
nonlinear comtitutive behavior for the Nomex core. The influence of facesheet property and
core degradation on the stress redistribution in damaged sandwich panels w^ examined.
Positive attributes of the analpis effort were
•

The ANSYS FEA and the analytical models can d^cribe the damage growth behaviore
similarly to what was observed in experiments by propagating core crushing. The
ABAQUS approach can degrade core and facesheet properties but only as initial input.

•

Estimates of far-field stress versus local straim from the FEA and analytical models
showed relatively good correlation with the experimental data.

•

The ABAQUS, ANSYS FEA, and the analytical models showed that the core stiffness
and the core crashing strength play a big role in the behavior of impacted panels under
unidirectional compression. The core-criKhing strength directly relates to the initiation of
damage propagation at the edge of the damage zone.

•

The ABAQUS FEA model resulte show that improvement in strain correlation can also
be obtained by reducing the stififiiess of the facesheets in the damaged area.

•

The ABAQUS FEA was iKcd in a semiempirical approach to extend the test datable to
other sandwich configurations and energy impact levels.

Negative finding were
•

Predictiom of residual strength in both models were relatively poor and needed
adjustments to correlate with experimental data.

•

For FEA, it is not a trivial matter to comtract a model that adequately simulates the
mechanics of the problem.

•

The analytical model has fewer requirements for the conmion user than the FEA, but
there are other limitations. Lack of convergence is a concern when appropriate input
parameters are not specified. In this c^e, the parameter adjmtment needs to be
conducted based on the specific problem studied combined with the user's experiences
and knowledge.
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In order to fully develop the concepts presented here, further investigations involving other
classes of material systems, different types of damage, and other modes of loading may be
warranted. In addition, consideration of progressive damage evolution in the facesheets and
application of other more sophisticated failure criteria may be desirable. Such work may
facilitate sandwich panel design by providing insights into relationships between structural
configuration and damage progression that lead to better sandwich structures with improved
damage tolerance characteristics.
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6. DAMAGE TOLERANCE GUIDELINES.
6.1 GENERAL GUIDANCE.
Section LI provided background on levels of composite damage and the associated design load
requirements for composite stracture. This provides a b^is for the philosophy used in static
strength, fatigue, and damage tolerance substantiation. Realistic composite damage that may
never be discovered in manufacturing or service inspections has traditionally been required to
sustain fatigue cycles without significant growth. A demonstration of such fatigue resistance
usually cubninates with a static strength test taken to ultimate loads. More severe composite
damages, which are detectable usmg service inspection procedures are highly unlikely, are
subjected to the more familiar damage tolerance practices of sustaining limit load for inspection
intervals. Finally, damage that occure with knowledge to the aircraft operator is expected to
sustain continued safe flight loads.
Following the philosophy provided in section 1.1, some general guidance can be estabUshed for a
damage threat ^sessment and the characterization of impact damage, which should be applied
for static strength, fatigue, and damage tolerance substantiation. Recent eiforts by an
international Aviation Rulemaking Advisory Committee (ARAC) for damage tolerance and
fatigue evaluation of composite rotorcraft structure provided the most definitive FAA guidance
in this area [25 and 26]. Figure 6-1 illmtrates the extent of the impact damage that needs to be
considered in the damage tolerance and fatigue evaluation.
A Detectability
Obvious Damage
Detectable damage
Barely Detectable Impact
Damage

Undetectable damage
Energy
Level of energy selected for compliance with FAR (27)
29 305,307 (Static Strength) and M5)(vi) of this AC.

t

Maximum level of energy selected for the Damage Tolerance
evaluation. This level should not be exceeded in service

FIGURE 6-1. CHARACTERIZATION OF IMPACT DAMAGE
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Both the energy level associated with static strength demonstration and the maximum energy
level associated with the damage tolerance evaluation (defined in the figure above) are
dependent on the part of the structure under evaluation and a threat assessment. Obvious impact
damage is used here to define the threshold fi-om which damage is readily detectable and
appropriate actions taken before the next flight. Barely Detectable Impact Damage defines the
state of damage at the threshold of detectability for the approved inspection procedure. BVID is
that threshold associated with a detailed visual inspection procedure. Detectable damage defines
the state of damage that can be reliably detected at scheduled inspection intervals. Visible
Impact Damage (VID) is that state associated with a detailed visual inspection.
Three zones are defined by this figure:
•

Zone 1: Because the damage is not detectable, ultimate load capability is required.

•

Zone 2: Because the damage can be detected at scheduled inspection, limit load
(considered as ultimate) capability is the minimum requirement for this damage.

•

Zone 3: Because the damage is not detectable with the proposed in-service inspection
procedures, ultimate load capability is required, unless an alternate procedure can show
an equivalent level of safety. For example, residual strength lower than ultimate may be
used in association with improved inspection procedures or with a probabilistic approach
showing that the occurrence of energy levels is low enough so that an acceptable level of
safety can be achieved.

Of the three zones, only zone 3 may have a residual strength requirement that can vary with
alternate procedures and/or the probability of damage occurrence. In either case, any
compromise for residual strength requirements less than the ultimate load requirement should
only be considered when pursuing one of the options under a damage tolerance means of
compliance (i.e., for composites, all safe life options for fatigue substantiation require a
demonstration of ultimate load capability).
One example of the use of alternate procedures is for the rare damage threat from a high energy,
blunt impact (e.g., service vehicle collision). Depending on the selected maintenance inspection
scheme, such damage may fall under the category of zone 3. When considering such damage in
the design of a part, it may be shown to be damage tolerant, even though the damage is not
detectable, based on a very low probability of occurrence. As a result, the design would have
sufficientiy high residual strength (e.g., below ultimate, but well above limit to ensure safety
without detection for long periods of time). If it is further determined that such impact events
usually occur with the knowledge of maintenance or aircraft service personnel, then the alternate
procedures may be added to the instructions for continued airworthiness. For example, advanced
inspection methods, which can detect damage fi-om high-energy blunt impacts, could be added to
such instructions and used as alternate procedures to minimize the risk of catastrophic failure for
such zone 3 damage.
The current effort described in this report has concentrated in the first two areas of figure 6-1
(i.e., static strength and damage tolerance considerations where repeated loads must be
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sustained) using fairly small coupons, and thus, the results obtained may be subjected to
structural dialing i^ues. Future efforts will address larger damages using larger elements and
Ml-scale subc»mponents and components.
6.2 GUIDELINES FOR TEST CHARACTERIZATION.
Impact dama^ in sandwich panels, which is caused by blunt impactors, has been found to lead
to one of two contrasting final failure modes under in-plane compressive loads. The impact
damage, which manifests m the form of a dimple, will be active well before the final failure
occurs. The amount of this activity, which manifests iteelf in core failure as the dimple grows,
will be dependent on the flexural properties of the facesheet, transveree compressive properties
of the core, and the damage metrics. A thin facesheet with negligible flexural stifBaess will
promote a strain concentration adjacent to the impact damage and local compressive failure
mechanism in the skin. This mechanism is dominant due to the instabilities of local skin damage
and the inability of the thin skin to drive the dimple into progressive core failure. However,
given enough flexural stiffiiess and local damage to the core, the facesheet will drive this dimple
through a characteristic sequence of events leading to a stability-based failure mechanism. Both
the strain concentration and stability-b^ed failure mechanisms should be characterized in a
dama^ tolerance test program whenever the threat ^sessment and sandwich design parameters
mdicate the potential exists. A complete assessment will provide safety ^surance throughout the
SCTvice life of the sandwich structure.
A threat ^sessment is needed to identify unpact damage severity and detectability for design and
maintenance [25 and 26]. A threat Msessment usually includes damage data collected from
service plus an impact survey. An impact survey consists of impact tests performed with
configured stnictwe, which is subjected to boundary conditions characteristic of the real
structure. Many different impact scenarios and locations are typically considered in the survey,
which as one goal, attempts to identify the most critical impacts shown in figure 6-1 (i.e., those
causing the most serious damage but are least detectable). Until sufficient service experience
exists to mdce good engineering judgemente on energy and unpactor variables, impact surveys
should consider a wide range of conceivable impacts, including runway or ground debris, hail,
tool drops, and vehicle collisions. Service data collected over time can better define impact
surveys and design criteria for subsequent products as well as establish more rational inspection
intervals and maintenance practice.
The current investigations b^ed on test specimens impacted with a range of energies and
impactor tip diameters (i.e., 1 inch and 3 inches) found that CAI residual strength degradation
curves possibly approach an asymptote as damage areas become large (figure 6-2). Some
evidence suggests that the stability-b^ed failure mechanism, which includes dimple growth, has
some ^pendence on sandwich specimen size. Analysis and test efforts should evaluate' the
I>otential for specimen size eflfecte on the shape and asymptotic value of the CAI strengtii
degradation curve.
After performing a threat assessment and impact survey, CAI strength degradation curves should
be developed for a complete range of impact damage threats, hi combination, tiiis data provides
the information on damage detectability and residual strength needed to establish rationale
design criteria. As discussed previously, nondetectable damage should not lower the residual
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strength below ultimate load levels unless a probabilistic argument can be made indicating that
the impact scenario for such damage is very rare, hi the current study, large diameter impactors
and some combinations of sandwich design parameters led to nondetectable damage within the
apparent asymptote of the residual strength curve. When configuration and impact variables for
a specific design can result in this scenario, the asymptotic value can be used as the allowable
design strain levels associated with ultimate static strength. This approach provides maximum
airworthiness assurance of the sandwich structure under a variety of damage threats that result in
undetected and detected damage. If a reliable NDI is available and used in service, this rule of
thumb can be relaxed.
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FIGURE 6-2. CAI STATIC STRENGTH DEGRADATION CURVE
Based on limited data, the fatigue threshold limit for 150,000 cycles was found to be
approximately at 65% of CAI strength for carbon/epoxy facesheet honeycomb panels and 75%
for fiberglass/epoxy facesheet foam panels. This data was derived for constant-amplitude
testing. The guideline is that the maximum compressive load in a fatigue spectrum should not
exceed the thresholds enumerated above. Repeated loads above the thresholds may lead to early
fatigue failures, especially if such loads impinge on the static CAI strength distribution. For
fatigue cycling below those limits, life will exceed 150,000 cycles of constant-amplitude fatigue,
which is a very severe spectrum for most airplanes. Such cycling will also have very little effect
on residual CAI strength.
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6.3 GUIDELINES FOR NDT.
bnp^t results from the current investigations indicated that the larger-diameter impactor
produced significantly different damage states when compared to the smaller impactor (at the
same impact energy level) and that visual detection alone cannot be used to assess damage. The
resulte indicated that the larger-diameter impactor produced a very benign-appearing damage
state, wherein no surface fracture or cracks or visually perceptible levels of indentation existed,
but NDI did indicate a large damage region, which likely related to the observed reduction in
strength. This dmnage scenario proved to be the most elusive when the impacted specimens
were impected using a typical visual inspection protocol. The resulte of these investigations
show that the visual inspection methods are misleading and the residual indentation cannot be
used as a reliable damage metric for static ultimate strength and damage tolerance criteria for
sandwich structures. The resulte indicate the use of field mspection instrumente are much more
reliable at detecting overall damage to the sandwich structure.
Under the assumptions that additional field inspection techniques must be used to quantify the
extent of damage in the structure, various field techniques for NDI were investigated. Based on
the experimental results, it can be concluded that the detection of impact damage in honeycomb
and foam core sandwich panels cannot be accomplished to the same level of accuracy using a
single field inspection technique when compared to laboratory techniques. The experimental
data suggeste that the impact damage m honeycomb core sandwich panels is better detected by a
technique that measures the local stiffness of the sandwich, while the damage in foam core
panels can be best assessed with a technique relying on the measurement of acoustic impedance.
The trends observed for foam core panels may be bi^ed by the normalization procedure due to
the inability to corroborate the damage size using destructive sectioning.
Using the honeycomb core panels as a baseline, it can also be concluded that the reliability of
deto;ting damage using field inspection techniques is generally reduced when compared to
laboratory or manufacturing production C-scan methods. Figure 6-3 shows the extent of damage
that was detected iwing various field inspection instruments as a function of facesheet tiiickness.
The error bars shown in figure 6-3 indicate the range of reported measurements. As the
facesheet thicknras increases, the ability of each field UKpection technique to locate and
characterize the extent of damage reduces, ^ shown in figure 6-3. It should also be noted that
the maximum number of plies in this study was six fabric plies. For thicker facesheete, the
measurement reliabiUty will decrease. Thus, the measured damage in the laboratory may
actually be two times greater than that measured m the field, which will likely influence the
damage tolerance and mspection plan developed based on a ADL and/or CDT size.
In the beginning of a damage tolerance test program, it is advisable for the user to define a
similar detectability ratio plot, as shown in figure 6-3, to account for the sensitivity of the field
inspection technique used for the specific design detail of a given aircraft product. All efforts in
estabUshmg reliable NDI for field inspection should be coupled with work on the threat
asse^ment, impact survey, residual strength, and fatigue testmg. The relationships developed
should then be incorporated into an appropriate inspection plan for damage throughout the
service life of the structure.
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FIGURE 6-3. DETECTED DAMAGE SIZE BASED ON DAMAGE DIAMETER
USING DIFFERENT FIELD DETECTION INSTRUMENTS AS A FUNCTION OF
FACESHEET THICKNESS
6.4 GUIDELINES FOR ANALYSIS.
Analysis, whether performed by closed form solutions or finite element models, can be useful in
design and certification of impact-damaged composite sandwich structures. The current state of
the art is such that analysis cannot be reliably applied without supporting tests. However, it can
be useful in directing and analyzing test results and expanding test data to untested
configurations by semiempirical methods. The analytical work completed and documented in
this report showed that carefUl modeling can describe the structural response of the impacted
panel under compressive load, but some adjustments were needed to predict failure. The
analysis performed also showed that damage progression capability is vital to the fidelity of the
analysis.
Statistical response surfaces that were generated by this research program can be used as
guidance to determine what size damage is expected in terms of the pertinent variables. This
will reduce hunt and peck testing to find the energy levels for barely visible damage or planar
damage when interpolating within the variables studied. Furthermore, response surface damage
metrics can be used as input in consequent structural analysis methods. However, the user
should be careful in directly applying results from this study to a somewhat different set of
design details and impact threats. Instead, a similar approach should be applied to additional
experiments using design and impact variables more closely associated with the particular
application.
In concert with testing the structure, FEA can be of help to develop the residual strength curves
(figure 6-2) as a fiinction of damage size or impact energy for different impactors and structural
locations. This will reduce the cost of generating such data.
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7. FUTURE WORK.
There is a current effort to extend tiie present studies to larger structures and relate the results
obtained in the present work at the coupon level to specimens more representative of actual
sandwich structures. Testing and analysis is being performed on carefiilly scaled specimens in
both geometry and impact severity. This will allow the translation of small coupon data to more
realistic structure that includes curvature. Further plans are to test foll-scale structure whether
Ihey are subcomponents or components. The full-scale tests will be able to interrogate the
effects of rogue damage on nonpressurized and pressurized fuselage structures, which includes
curvature.
Results generated to date indicate that the size scaling efforts may be most important to the
failure mechanism where a buckled skin dimple drives progressive core failure. The residual
strength for this failure mechanism tended to be nearly constant and independent of the startmg
damage size, which suggests some possible dependence on structural geometry (i.e., CAI
specimen width was held comtant in the study). Size scalmg issues are also expected when
considering the impact event and resulting damage, which is likely to depend on structural
boundary conditions.
There is a need to develop higher fidelity analytical metho(k that have the capability to Mdress
damage profession. The anal^is that h^ been performed to date clearly shows the benefit of
damage progression to more accurately predict final failure. Supporting analyses are also needed
in the size-scaling studies to separate material size effects from those related to structural
boundary conditions. Without.analyses, the numbers of tests that are economically feasible at
larger scales will not sufBce in estabhshing a complete understanding of the sandwich impact
and related damage tolerance phenomena.
Future NDI efforts need to continue to link with structural analysis and test efforts, including
those discussed above for scaling issues. The recommended focus is on defining reliable damage
metrics, which can be related to residual strength and damage tolerance to repeated loa^. More
reliable NDI procedures for maintenance and a better understanding of the results can help to
move towards an advanced approach to damage tolerance for composite sandwich structure
while relieving conservatism m the associated design criteria.
Additional fatigue testing on CAI specimens is needed to more accurately define the fatigue
threshold. The testing that was performed, although it permitted flie estobUshment of a rough
estimate of such a threshold, was not sufficient to establish it with high confidence. Large scatter
in such testing will require a large increase in specimen replicates. These future efforts are best
pursued after scaling issues are understood.
Finally, service databases for impact damage to sandwich structure are needed to help develop
additional guidance for a threat assessment and provide the basis for future efforts in testing,
analysis, NDI, and design criteria. Since the critical threats will likely have some differences
related to the design detail and ^sociated appHcation, service databases are needed for rotorcrafl,
transport aircraft, and small airplanes.
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